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Current Legal Legal Drafts 
Decisions Topic of Talk 
Personal Injuries - Crimes -
Marriage - Stocks -
Taxation 
By C. M. Lewis 
Speaker , Noted Author, 
Scheme and Framework of 
Penonal InJwies---Owner's UabtUtf Legal Draftsmanship 
- Automobiles - Sec. 69 Hig b way --
Law. ADVISES YOUNG LAWYERS 
~c::.~.v~=ton, MO N. Y . 446, Sl re88e8 Importance of Knowing 
AiJIl8 aDd Purposee of 
C]jen~' PlaD6 The defendant had left his auto~ bile at the garage of one Ryan to 
have a new battery installed. On his 
return, he discovered that Ryan's son 
had used the car on a mission to se-
cure the battery and had so negli-
gently oper ated the ear as to injure 
the plaintiff. 
"No human mind ever conceived 
and no human mind ever drew a per· 
feet document," declared Clarence 
Marlin Lewis, prominent New York 
attorney and writer, in an address ~ 
fore the New York 
Section 69 of t he Vehicle and T raffic of the Brooklyn Law .School , 
Law makes the owner of an auto- the auditorium of Richardson 
mobile liable for death or injury to 876 Pearl Street. 
~n or ~roperty resu ~ting from Pointing out that one of the 
negligence 10 the operation of the important and diffic:ult fun ctions 
vehicle. in the business of such owner the practicing lawyer, is the compe-
or otherwise, by any person legally tent preparation of legal instrumen ts, 
using or operating the same with the Mr. Lewis stated that most lawYers 
permission , express or implied, of such ha\'e an inadequate knowledge of 
owner. " Legal Dra ftsmanshi p", but f ew h ave 
Where t he circumstances or the na- actually maste red thi s difficul t a rt. 
ture of the work is such as to sug- Lewis Noted Author 
gest or indicate to a reasonably pru- The speaker , a member of the 
dent person that the car must be or and an a uthor of note. traced the in-
will be used to accomplish the work extricabl e wea ving of the scheme and 
Testimonial Dinner 
To Dean Richardson 
Planned By Alumni 
Recognition of Thirty Years 
Of Service as an Eminent Lawyer, 
Educator and Author 
Noted Group 
To Honor Dean 
Promine nt Atto rneys, Eminent 
Juri sts and Educa tion al 
Leaders to Be Present 
HIGHLY ESTEEMED BY ALL 
Prominenl M ember s o f Bench Louis Ch arles Wil1s, P resident o( 
a nd Bar to Be P r esen t at the A~~r~r~:ciation 
T Cillimoni al Di n n e r 
In r ecognit ion of Dean Willia m Pay-
CO MMITTEE ] S NAMED son Richardson's leadership and serv-
Richar d Eddv Sykes, Pr-csident of 
51.. LawrenCe University, H on-
orary Ch ainnan 
ice over a period of more than thirty 
years, the Alumni Association of 
Brooklyn Law Sehool will tender a 
tes ti monial dinncr to him at the Hotel 
Astor on Thursday, April 20th. A 
large assemblage of prominent attar-
One of the most distinguished gnth- neys, eminent jurists, and recogniz-
er ings of prominent j u r ists and out- ed leaders of legal education will be 
standing attorneys ever assembled presen t to honor Dean Richardson for 
will be present to do honor to Dean his many contributions to the law. 
OJ" n'pIti1;( tlIf!'ft th~re ta...Jm.plled per- framewf..rk-Gf tho-law wit).. tbi!! pal"-
mission to use the car. ticular a nd n ot too well known branch 
There must be a new trial to de- of prscti c:e. He showcd how the 
tennine whether under the ci rcum- young lawyer, unfamiliar with the 
stances, the defendant should have practical portion of that sort of p rac-
contemplated that his ca r would be t ice is at a loss when confronted with 
used. Thel"('! was sufficient evidence an everyday problem, and he pointed 
to warrant a submission of this ques- out also, the a lmost similar pred ica-
tion to the jury. ment of many so-called experienced 
~Vil1 i am ~apon _~ichardSQn , eminent . Com.,nitt ' s le d 
_
________________________ IJawyer ...... ed·u~a;; .. ~d·~~thor, tli a \I' M~·~t.andmg l~~ 'bt 'the 
testimonial dinner in the Hotel Astor legal world will be present at the din-
on Thursday, April 20th, tendered by ner and many well-known names ap-Addition 
Is Su ggest ed 
Backs Change 
In Bonding Law 
w e Alumni of the Law School fin d ~::s;:n ~fe !:::~7n~~:m~t;:~i:; 
friends of the Dean. Justice Edward Finch of the Appel-
Honorary Committee late D ivi sion, First Departmen t; Pre-
attorneys who should know, and whose 
Crlmes--AS6ftult-Condit1onal Sales everyday mistakes demonstrate that 
Poo. v. Ua lUda.)'. 237 A. D. 302. De- they do not know the correct forms 
oomber 30 J982. for the various legal documents ou t-
The following is t he list of the sidin g J ustice Edward L a za n sky of 
S uppl em en t 10 Supreme C ourt Greene Insis t s Requirem ent Is honorary rommittee: :a~::~l~~a~v~~o;; S~~::;r~; 
S n ggeste d t o Aid Speeding Unnecessary Drain on Dr. Richard Eddy Sykes, Chair· dent of St. Lawrence Univer sity, and 
The CO~Plainant Scott had pur. side the sphere of c:ourt p.rocecdings. of Tax A ssessm en t C~Hies Puhlic Purse man; Hon. Frederick E . Crane, Hon. Dean Richardson. Lou is Cha rles 
chased .~e car from 'one Ti ffany un~er pa;eOU~ge;::rve;ss ,:r:;:::~ ~\~::; -- J oh n C. Knox, Hon. Wi llia m B. Cars- Will s, President of the Alumni .Aaao-G E TS PROPOSAL EX P LA INS NEW PROCEDURE well, Hon . Rowland L. Davis. Hon. ciation, will preside. 
a co~dltlonal s<~les agreement which such problem with system. The 
proVIded that the seller may, u pon k d' ted th t th t oo 
default, retake posseSsion, without de- ~:: e~rstlr:c comple~e an~ :ccu::':; 
:;d~:~em~ecnp~~;;; ~e :~e: knoV:ledg~' of what the.parties con-
and remove same." The defend t c:erned Wish to accomphsh. Seeon~, 
offered in evidence the conditio~ a kno~ledge of .the natUIe of th~ bU~I+ 
contract. This was excluded. From ne.s:nInvoh'ed m the transactIOn m 
a conviction of assault in the second que on.. " 
degree, the defendant appeals. Mr.f r;:~it:g;;i~tC;;~~~ t:;:I~thout 
Visualizing a serious congestion of 
court calendars as property owners, 
in greater number than ever before, 
seell? l"Cl'icw of property assessments, 
Lawrenee B. Elliman, proposes that 
GO\·. Lehman supplement the Supreme 
Court Justices now s.itting in New 
York with one or more justlc:es who 
will ~it in special session to deeide 
such appeal!;. 
Mr. Elliman feels that onlr by s:uch .It was er ror l? .exclude from the a complete knowledge of the aims and eVl?enCe the ? rOVISlons of ~ contract purposes in the minds of the partie.o 
which au thorIzed the retakmg of the it is impossible to draw a competent ~r;;\;: :~!oq~:t:n ~e::~::rt:n~w~~; 
car. Under Perso~al ~roperty J:aw contract, and that quite often the at-
(~. 76), a retakin~ l~ authorized torney must untangle and cl arify the Supreme CoUl·t cleared of an ac:cumu-
:~p~~s~:.g~tt::~ ~~~~ ca:f ::a::~ (Continued on Page 7) \ (Co1itimted on Page 7) 
~th;:~:7::,n~;I:?::c~:~~i~~ta;:; Justice Thomas J. Cuff Suggests Change 
the jury as to who was the aggressor , ' A ° d V S l'f° I 
and as to wheth" lhere wo, a b,..ach In Lawyers ttltu e; Favors e lSI/ness 
of ::e::sac~e dut of the court to "Be selfish for your own pecu~~ary ~rofessi~n by it. He cited as ano~he~ 
. y th o d d advantage and don't be too anxIous IllustratIOn the r epeal of thf' Eigh 
tharge the JUry as to . 11' egree to advocate legislation that will take tcenth Amendment, which, he say!! 
assaul t as appellant testified that he clients and fees from you," advised will take another large proportion or u~ no weapon .and ,that the blow Supreme Court Justice Thomas J . Cuff li tigation (rom the lawyer. The J u~­
whIch. he ~truc:k I~ hIS own d~fense in a talk to the members of the Kings tice 's contention is that legislati\'e and 
was Wlth hiS fist. A black~eye does Countv Lawyers Association held in oiller law making bodies that number n~t amount,. as a matter of law, to the B~klyn Law Srhool, on Tuesday, several lawyers among its membership 
gnevou s bodily hann. March 28. should not be too forward in propos· 
MatTi e--Annulm ent-Fl'and "Too many lawyers," he stated, "are ing and suppor!-ing bills that will 
a.g finding it almost impossible to make a serve as a fl.nancml boomerang to the 
;honreld ;~ s : :;;eld. 260 N. Y. 4'7 7". de('ent living at present be(;ause many legaJ profession. 
Iln ll~ry . . . cases and actions that were fonnerly Lawyers Not Favored 
This was an undefended action part of the mainstay of a practice Justice Cuff claimed that no other 
for an annu lment. The plaintiff had hS\'e been taken out of his hands by profession or industry would ad\'ance 
been keeping company with the de- legislation." He used the workmen's legislation that would be detrimental 
fendant for several years. In rt!- compMS3tioll laws as an example, and to it, and insisted that the legal pro-
sponse to an inquiry of the defendant, while admitting that it was an ad- fession should be as concerned with 
conC1:'rning marriage, the plaintiff had mirable law for the great majority of the benefits to its own members as is 
explained that his unwillingness was the working populace, pointed out that any business. He dedared further 
due to his inabilit), to earn sufficient a large percentage of accident litiga+ that all progress in legal matters and 
(Continuf!d on Page 8) tion hal; been taken from the legal (Continlled QH Poge ;) 
Willi am F. Hagarty, Hon. F rank F. Charles Simon Aronstam, promi. 
A p r()posal for revising the present Adel , Hon. Goorge E. Brower, Hon. nent N ew York lawyer and Manassel1 
law requiring all contractors perform- Albert Conway, Hon. J a m es C. Crop- l\liller , P resident of National Title 
ing public: work for the State to' Iur- sey, Hon. Thomas J. Cuff, Hon. Guaranty Co., two of the four m em-
nish a completion bond is now before Charles J. Dodd, Hon. Charles J . Dru· bel'S of the fi rst ~rad.uating cl ass, the 
the committee on legislatioll of the han. Hon. James J, Du n~e. Hon. Lean- clas~ of 1902, whlc:h mcluded F~anc:ee 
Ne\\' York Chapter of the American der B. Faber, Hon. LeWIS L. F awc:ett, XavIer CarmQdy. deceased , ~ilI be 
Institu te of Architects for the com- Hon. George H, Furman, Hon. Burt J. present to recall the first sessIOns of 
m it tce's study and consideration with Humphrey, Hon. ~ohn B. Johnston, the B rooklyn Law S.chool h eld a t the 
a Yiew to enlisting the Ins titute's sup· Hon. Harry E. LeWIS, Hon. Charles C. Heffley School building at 243 Rem· 
port of the proposed change. Col. ~kwood, Hon. John MacCrate, .Hon. SOil S t reet, in 1901. .Dean R ichard· 
F r eder ick S. Greene. Commissioner of Mltchell May, 110n. E~ward Rlegel- son wrote the first Circula r in J uly 
Public Works, has asked the loca l mann, Hon'r Meier Stembr ink, Hon. ~f t hat year and ~e . school open~ 
chapter to batk the proposed lcgisla- ~:::-~ I.GH~\n~n~~~~., I~~n~i~n~O~: ~:r:~:~:~~er~~~~:~mg under hiS 
tion. 
CQlonel Greene. recently told the i~I~; R~~.W~~~~~~ ~.n·C::;~t~o~: Tak~ New Qu arters 
a~hi.tects' ~rgamzation that the David L. Malbin, Hon. Ra phael R. At th e end of thc first year, the 
eXisting ~ulrcment wa~ an unnecei; - Mu r phy, Henry H. Abel, Esq., ]\fat- school moved into new quarte rs. at 
sary dram on the pubhc purse and thew T. Abruzzo, ESCI., J acob Aronson, 187 Montague Street. The follOWIng 
tha t it did not protee~ the people Esq., e has. S. Aronstam, Esq., Wm. year the school took over ano~er 
f rom incompetent or dishonest c~n- H. Barrildell, Esq., Capt. Bernard S. floor of the building and soon thcr~ 
~actors. On the other hand, he said. Barron , Bernard G. Barton, Esq., Dr. (CQntimw{ 011. Page 6) 
It often compelled ~e ~tate to attept Walter S. Beck, Henry Word Beer, 
contractors unq~ahfie.<'. 10 all respects Esq., Hon. John J. Bennett Jr., Sam. r------ -----, 
:x=td~s to their abIlity to pu~hase (Continued on Page' 8) . 
State O~~i:~:~(' :~::.:~~ and re. Nelv Ruling Jlak es 
sponsible contrac:tors apparent-Iy favor Divorce Decrees Final 
the change, according to Col. GTNne, 
who pointed out to the New York "Owing to the increased number of 
architects that British practice does cases in whicli the parties or their 
not l"Cquire contrac:tors to furnish attorneys have neglected to enter final 
bonds. If the New York State laws judgment of dh'oree or annulment, 
were repealed, he explained, the fol- where the interlocutory judgment so 
lowing protective procedure would be provides," stated Supreme Court Jus-
employed in public contracts: tice Selah B. Strong, "nil the inter-
IN THIS ISSUE 
Legal P~riOdical - By Irvin g 
Brody. . .... Page J 
Constitutionality of Bter BilJ-
By Albert G. S~idman .. Page 3 
Eliminate Law', Delay- By A) 
S. CUllcr. ~ .... , .... Page 4 
The Medical Witness- By Irwin 
I. Alper, MD. . .. Page 6 
Practice Court .. ....... Page 6 
Cheek to the amount of 5% of the locutory judgments to annul a mar-
bid Would be deposited with the bids. riagc or for divorce presented during 
The check of the successful contractor this term of the c:~urt must provide I 
would be hcld by the State until the that the judgment IS to become final 
retained peTc:entages on progress pay- at the -expiration of the three-month 
ment!> were equal thereto. period as of ~urt." '-________ _ --' 
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LEGAL STANDARDS 
The new rule will undoubtedly have a salu-
tary effect. I t will encourage the prospective 
attorney to lengthen his formal education, and 
it will relieve him of an unpleasant period of 
apprenticeship which, too often in the past, had 
proved singularly uninstructive. 
Viewed in the light of the conditions of the 
day the change is most fortunate. The excessive 
number of clerks upon the "legal market," cou-
pled with the present w ide-spread depression, has 
operated in the past to fix the salary of t he aver-
age law clerk at a small sum. The new rule 
shQuld reduce ,to a considerable degree the pres-
ent oversupply of cle rks, and, by so doing, per-
mit the remaining applicants to demand a rea-
sonable return for th e ir services. 
LAWYER-PRESIDENTS, 
In the United States Law R\!view, Presiding 
Justice Finch of the Appellate Division of the 
N ew Y ork Suprem e Court writes of Mr. Roose-
velt as the twItt y-third la w yer-President . T wen-
ty -three of t he thirty-tw o Pres idents h a ve been 
In a r ecent radio address sponsored by the lawyers . H e count s Washington, Jackson, Harris-
American Bar Associa tion a vigor ous a ttack was son, Taylor and Grant as soldier -P residents, but 
again launched against the so-called evening' law Jackson was a lawyer and a judge as w ell a s a 
sch ool s. Such attacks if the fact s were care fully soldier. Monroe, P ierce, H ayes, Garfield, Theo-
a n a lyzed are certainl y without fo undation. dore Roosevelt might also be reckoned in both 
A b out ten years ago, the A merican Bar 'ca tegories. I t was the m ilitary glory of the last 
Associa t ion went on record as favo ri ng certain that brought him the Governship of New Y ork rr==================================, 
. s t andards of legal ed ucation. T hey dec ided that and ~o the V ice Presi~ency, against his will. H e HO OTS the ROOTS 
two yea rs of liberal art s college would meet the studled law at Co l u~bla. M ay h~ not be recko~ed I n of the LAW 
p reliminary edu cational re quirements. a nd that among lawyer-Pres lden~s, even If there was no (M. S. B.) 
a ctua l law study should consist of 1080 hours of taint of legality," as Philan der K nox said, about lk;;;;;;;;=='=='!"';:;==':;;;;;:;;;;;='=='= ===='~~'7'=:;;;;;7.7~:::7':"'=7::=::=:;::=:;;::==' 
ins t ruct ion to be distribut ed over a period of some of his t ransactions? Johnson, H arding and "The evidence of the defendant's "There was a suggestion that it was "All that a man has to-do after se-
three or fo ur years. During the d ecade since H oove r were neither so Id ler s nor lawyers. ~'~~,ea i~Ie::~:~:~~I~;~l~e I!~~:l' :;~~ ~u~~~:e O!i:~~~~e, o~U~~t l~:: ~nhi:~ ~~~~~~ ~s h~m~:~a~J~s~i~~ h:~: ::a: 
v a rious s ta tes h ave recognized the t endency to- Why have so many la wyers occupied the organized gang of hog thieves, was the tria l by asking how a woman could of a family." Nelson v, Commercial 
wards hig h er educa tional requirem en ts, a nd have W hite H ouse? "The legal profession alone, of a ll convicted and sentenced to the peni- shoot herself twice in the back of the Bank, 80 Ga. 328, 9 S. E, Rep. 1075, 
acte d in r esponse thereto, the professi.ons, t rains a man by experience fo r tentiary. The paper shafts of the head, cut her throat, bury herself Ull- per Bleckley, C. J. 
The Court of Appeals of the Sta te of New leade rship . in , general. ·' A succe~sful lawyer honorable dissenting justices are so del' the nOOI', and nail the boards down 
V k 'h . eseo~e!';.-b.l s cht'~b~f~e J t' c<.t,.thut t~ey rna>: tenr p~ .divet} qve r "her ,;,.&:!i'1Ve." ~ Richard.J!~n;s, 
Q5p ?f1:(A FStestr j liFO FRi8.@.itB ~e~dit~lt9 ' the j\lr;-and) b'fe£ore bu~e-aus and depar tments'. a t ntion from the fact that Kolkman ~'02~" in the London Law Journal, 
for .the stat e bar so that now Its ~rehmtnary edu· Not only does his client's cause make him espouse ~e;d ~~~.s~~~: ~!c:na~~u~~:sh~~~l.~, ~~~~~ .. • • • • catlo~al . standards c~rr~spond With those of the leade rship for his client but, incidentally, in urg. man v, People, 89 Colo. 8, 300 Pac. "The sale of intoxicatillg .liquor to a 
Amencan Bar A SSOCiation . Ou~ s.tat~ , how ever, ing the case of his client he naturally becomes 575, Adams, C. J . minor is unlawful , even though he is 
has not yet fully met the A SS?Cla tton s other de· acquainted with the p olicies and theories of all • .. • .. ... over six feet in height." State v. tnand~, b ut fo r that m atter n eithe r h as a~y other gover nmental officials . He m ust know these "There is no more need that t he Hartfiel, 24 Wis. 60. 
s t a t e In the country. The crux of t~e ~tsagree - theories and olicies if h e is t o be successful in 
lTl e nt be,tw~en our ~ourtand ~ar a SSOCiations gen- ur 'n his cI i~nt's cause so that he rna demon. State of Louisiana should make \'aill 
erally. h es In the different w eight s to be accorded gJ g h . . ' , . 1 y . 
to instru ction received in the da time a s d istin- str~te th~t t ose poh~le.s are tnlmlca to or mCOm~ 
. h d f h . ~ . d ' patlble With t he pubhc mter est or other fundmen-
gUlS e . rom t e same tnstructton ~ec.elve m tal co nsiderations. Thus h is knowledge of govern-
repetitions in her pleadings than there "A father is not bound to work his 
is that her Christians should make children for the benefit of his cl'edi-
them in their prayers." State \'. tors," Bea\'er v. Bare, 104 Pa, St. 58, 
Phelps, 24 La. Ann. 493, per Howe, J . 40 Am. Rep. 567. 
the evenmg. O ur court places no restnctton upon h ' d 1" ft 1 d h ' • • " .... 
the time of study. The standards se t up by the m ent t eon es a n po ICle~ .o en ea s .Im to es- "An inexperienced prosecutor may 
American Bar Association do in that the re - pouse or oppose t hes: pohcles and theon es befo~e be so inadequa te to the task of coping 
' . y the elec tora te. InCid enta lly, he know s and IS with some old war-horse of a lawyer 
qUire a longer penod of study for students who k lJy h ' t ' ti that save for the assistance of the 
att end in the evening. nown t ose In governmen POSI ons. Court a rascal would be turned l()Qi;e 
I b r Th is explanation of the gift of the legal pro- upon the community; or, turn about, 
t se.ems unreasonable, ~owever~ to e leve a fession for "leade rship in general" looks a little a stupid lawyer may cOllvict his own 
declaratton :hat an hou~ of mst.ruchon after four thin . I t is the gift of gab an d an attributed knowl- cl ient if not prevented by a cOllsider-
P. M , con tams fewer time umts than an hour edge of the law and the Constitu tion that makes ate presiding j ustice." Arthur C. 
of in~truction prior ther~to . . lawyers so numerous in Legislatures and Con- T rain. The Prisoner at the Bar. 
"\Ve know of no sound, however dis-
cordant, that may not by habit be con4 
\'erted into a lullaby, except the bray· 
ing oC an ass or the tongue of a 
scold." Mygatt v. Goetchins, 20 Ga. 
350, per Lumpkin, J . 
"Where a debtor is a gunsmith anti 
a dentist, pianos and guitars are not 
tools of his trade." Smith v. Rogers, 
16 Ga. 479. 
_ GI~en the type of mmd amen a ble t o the .m. gress. In the Colonies they were long few in • * • • .. 
tncac les of lega l stud y; add t~ tha t a devot~on num ber, regarded w ith suspicion ; in some Colo- "Where a sea led verdict is returned "Sir Isaac Newton's discovery of 
"9ourts dQ..Jtpt ;respect wai~ ob-
tained at the muzzfe of a pistol." 
Roberson v. State, 53 Ark. 516, 14 S. 
W, Rep. 902, per Hemingway, J. 
"The court will not without just 
compensation permi t a city to 'take 
for public use' a suffic ient amount of 
pri \fa te property. , .. to cover the dead 
body of a fire-fly." Wilkes Barre \'. 
Troxell, 6 Pitts. Leg. J. 202, per 
Handley, J . 
. . ... . ... 
"If there is any analogy between a 
combination of druggists to raise and 
maintain prices and a biological spe-
cies, the Darwinian theory is hardly 
a rule for a court in administering 
equity." Brown \", J acobs' Pharmacy 
Co" 115 Ga,.42; , 4} S; E~ R ep. 553. 
" Where an amicable action is insti· 
gated by a wife against her husband 
and the li tigation is a sort of comedy, 
the court will not perm it new parties 
to intervene and convert it into a 
tragedy." Smith v. Cuyler, 78 Ga. 
654, S, E . Rep. 406, per Bleckley, C. J. 
. . . . . to the work a t h and, and t he tlme of day dun ng nies i f our m emory is correct, forbidden to p r ac- reading : 'We, the jury, agre€ to dis- the principle of gravitation could not 
'W'hich the class meets certainly can n e ither add t ise.' In the st ruggles p receding the Revolution agl'ee, so say we ~II ,' it is propel' to be the subject of a patent." Winter- liThe power of the Court to appoint 
to .nor d e tract ,from thl( tra ining in the law. ac- inevitably th ey took a cons picuous part. For a ~;c~~l:e ;9;1;~l"~~. Re~e~l~ v State, ~~:~6~'1:r~~'~~~~'}0 Fed. Cas. No, ~.,j;~ i~~'s .i~1i;,herent." In re J ani4 
qUilred by the . Student. To say that . the tlI~e, time they were t he on ly edu cated class except the r.====;;' """==::",====::",;';";;';'==;"::",=====':""====",,,,==~===;] 
:-rher: one s tudies ,reflects the type of mmd wh~ch clergy, w hose authority 'Waned, and, later, the II ~ ~ II 
1S sUI~e,d o r unSUited to be~r legal cudge ls wlth physicia ns For a couple of generations or more ... PRE S S B O X 
honor IS to utter a self-eVident fa lseh o od, No after 1789 they mamta ined their power They ~ i, 
::~:~h:~~iV~::::u:~ ~~;~n~f t~\~~m:a~a~:: were supposed to be the g reat conservative in- !.=;;";;,,,,;;n"=,,'==:'p"',.;;._'==:',."', "w;;O;;U'~d"n;;o;;l ;;h;;a;;,.;;e ==:p;;n;;rl;;><--=M=m;;.;;. ;;A;;n;;n.= p;;c;;,,,;;e,;;o;;,;;, ;;be;;.=;;';;;' I,;; .. ;;s;;m;;UC"'h= a"'s "'t"he= .;;;u;;eg;;e;;d;;c;;r;;im;;!,es 
. t d t h Ul bOd Th fluence. Many of them g ot bravely over that. the judg'eship if 1 were apilointed." Ing greeted by her husband Dec. 2 took place before the repeal of the 
evenmg s u en as ever een rna e . e even· They a re still multitudinous and powerful ; but Senator Lewis said. "I do not feel at the door of their home with cus. Hobart act," said J udge Way, "1 will 
ing student is usually more conscientio us than the most eminent of them, g uilty of the a trocious that 1 an] qualified for such a ilost be- tomary abuse and a beating, shot and impose the . full sentence includ ing 
his contemporary of the day. As he h a s mOre crime of being counsel for grea t corporations, cause 1 could not cOllsclenUously exe- ki lled him. A jury decided that she jail, jf anyone of the a ccused is 
obsta cle s to overcome , he is more l ikely to ap· may be said to be banned from the Presidency. did what was no more than her pre- found guil ty." 
proac h the s tudy of law with a s erious ness of Still, the laWyers seen to have a strangle-hold cute some of our recen t law~ a~a ln st rogath'e under the circumstances and New J ersey lawyers, it was said, 
p u rpose and maturity of mind not atta ined by on the Presidency. Like it or Jump it, the bar is the poor." aC~~~\~:~e:,e:ne of the three bullets ~::~~;!~~~:::~~:~~ ~~~~/~i~ 
the average day student . the most-traveled r oad to public office, It is no- Hules of lhe Road-'l'okio-- she fired missed her husband, rico- a jury. 
Until critics can adduce a factua l basis for ticeable, however, in the biographies enshrined in "a-Whell a passenger of the foot cheted off a wall and hit a big toe of Newru'k. ~'. J-.-FederaJ Judge WH. 
their criticism, their hearsay charge s should not the 'Congressional Direct ory that a great man y have in sight, tootle t he horn: trum- ~~:s ~~~c~::!: t~rb~:;;s ~::s~'f a ~~:~ Ham Clark said: " The system (New . 
be taken as demonstrating any failure to main- lawyers in Congress s t ill contrive to be "born o n hPeetsat,\,h~~s::~odesiOy~~:pa:s~:gs~" ~~t~! crime, and for it Mme. Prive wa!! York Stock E xchange) of which you 
bin high ~'legal standards." a farm." T hus the modem is reconciled with the a re a part is bad. There a re many 
earlier America. 
NEW CLERKSHIP RULING The JUSTI NIAN does 1I0t adopt the views set 
forth editorially iI, this artic/e, which is reprin ted 
The recent r uling of th e Court of A ppeals from the NEW YORK T alES of April 2. Ex-pres-
elimin ating the clerkship requirement for college sions of opiniOtl 011 this subject 'will be (oJlsidere f/ 
graduate s and for s tudents who have Sllccess- for publicatjoll.-(Editor) 
him with vigor and express by wO I'd sen tenced to serve a month in a pri· men teaching people to gamble, These 
of t he mouth t he warning 'hi, hi.' brokers should be in jai l. The New 
4- Beware the wandering horse 
that he shall not take fright as you 
pass by him. Do not explode an ex-
haust box at him. Go soothingly by. 
7-Go soothingly on grease roadS" 
as there lurks the skid demon." 
Cape J I 8 .\· Court House. N, J . 
- Tweh'e alleged '"'olaton of the 
Hobart state liquor enforcement act 
will appear before Judge Palmer Way 
in Cape May County Court, although 
the Hobart act no longer exists. 
York Stock Exchange is a gambling 
institut ion; 35% of the bank fa ilures 
in t his country are due to playing on 
t he stock exchange. . Stock brokers 
a re cogs in a rotten system. This e\'il 
should be corrected ." 
I 
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LEGAL PERIODICALS. 
B3t JB.\'IXG B RODY 
Actors Equity Association 
Has System Of Jurisprudence Constitutionality of Beer Bill · By ALBER'I' G. SEID~rAN 
:~==================~ By KER~D'I.' D, DALLIN 
The Bombay Law Journal reports the caSe of the Emperor v. S, K. Pupala 
Ilnd others in detail. The defendants were indicted for inciting a crowd of .. 
Hindoos to riot, causing destruction of Mohammedan property and assaulting _ T~ere eXIsts III ~ew York an o:g;~n. 
them and further for the murder of an unknown Mohammedan, It is inter- IzatlOn that pracbces a fonn of JurlS-estin~ to note that the procedure in India is similar to that of the United pr~dence that should be hi~hly inte~­
States. A presumption of innocence in favor of the accused is a lways present esting to the leg~l profess l~n ., It 15 
in criminal actions, Another principle disclosed in the case is the duty of the the. Actors Eq~lty Ass:oclabon ,of 
j ury. The I'jury are the sole j udges of facts. The opinion of the judge on whIch so much IS h~ar~ lll. the d~lly 
quest ions of fact is not binding on the jury, , , ." press_ Actors EqUity IS, III reali ty, 
The Journal records the findi ngs of the "National Association of the Legal 
Profession in Ind ia," and includes notes, a cross word puzzle, and a section 
devot ed to humor, 
a trade union just as much as is the 
plumbers' or any other trade union. 
It was conceived and organized for 
the benefi t of actors who were suffer-
ing from mistreatment accorded them 
~lien,s , ineligibl~ to citizenship, are forbid~en by the Alien Land Law of by the managers and producers ; and 
Cahforma to acqui re real property for agl'lcultural purposes. The case, against whom t hey had no adequa te 
People v. Morrison, (Cali f , 1932) 13 Pac, (2nd) 800, cited in the Michigan remedy but a suit at law. For rea-
Law Review, is pertinent to t he enactment. The defendants, an American sons of finance and time this course 
and a J a panese, were indicted for conspi racy to violate the act. Both were of action was impractical for the 
convicted, although no evidence was adduced by either side as to t he birth- great majority of t he theatrical pro-
place of the Japanese, Upon appeal, the cou rt asserted that the statute did fess ion. Hence, Actors Equity Asso-
not deny equal protection of the laws. dation. 
Bleckley, C, J" is quoted in the U, S. Law Review as saying in the case 
of McNaught v. Anderson, 78 Ga, 499: 
I'A husband can make a gift to his own wife, although she lives in the 
house with him and attends to her household duties, as easily as he can make 
a present to his neighbor's wife. This puts her on an equali ty with other 
ladies, and looks like progress," 
A commitment to an institu tion is not equivalent to a voluntary separ a-
tion to enable a spouse to obtain a divorce, Th is rul ing related to the Louisi-
ana Act 269 of 1916 (recently amended) which authorizes a divorce upon the 
allegation of seven years separation, In the case of Leveque v. Borns, 174 
La. 919, 142 So, 126 (1932), discussed in the T ulane Law Review, the plaintiff 
sough t a divorce, alleging a seven year separat ion, due to the commitment of 
the defendant to a public insane asylum. The defendant maintained that the 
plain tiff had no cause of action, This contention was upheld by the court 
stating that the statute contemplated a voluntary separation or abandonment, 
If the par ties were separated, however, and onc of them became insane before 
the statutory period elapsed, the period of insanity would be included in the 
computation , The Review believes that the more desi rable result would have 
been to grant the divorce in the instant case, 
Methods Simil ar to Law 
At fi rst g lance it would seem that 
such an organization would not be of 
interest to the lawyer, but rather 
to the Economist. To a certain ex-
tent this is true, but that phase of 
its function that is interesting to the 
legal profession is their way of hand-
ling disputes that arise between the 
actor and the people who employ h im, 
It is in this aspect of its work tha t 
we find a system of jurisprudence tha t 
perfonns in an admirable fashion the 
duty of any legal system, i.e" to ren-
der justice on the merits of the in-
dividual case. 
Speed y Justice Su bmitted 
Equity's method of adjusting these 
differ~mces, and of combatting the evil 
cond itions in' which the theatrical pro-
fession found itself, is a model of 
simplicity and smooth working. A 
proof of the efficac}' of their plan is 
the fact that since 1!)24 managers 
and producers, as well as the actors 
themselves, ha\"e consented to submit 
their arguments to the rulings of the 
Association. They have found by ex-
perience- that they have a grea.t~~ 
chance for a speedy and impartial 
justice by thus submitting thei r grie ..... -
P rocedu re Allows Relief 
ing it to the attention of the Council, 
If this fails they proceed as I have 
outlined above. An example of the 
way Equity works is pertinent at this 
point. 
Given Role 
"The Goddess knocking at the little door, 
'Twas opened by a woman, old and poor; 
Who when she asked for >fater gave her ale, 
Brewed long, but well preserved from being stale," 
Ovid Met., Lib, 1. 
The great Chief Justice Marshall said that the Con stitution was "designed 
to approach immortality as nearly as human institutions can approach it." 
1\1rs, G1'8~e Thorne tC~ulteri an~c~ The Eighteenth Amendment, however, is now being subjected to attacks de-
~r::' :~~ gl;e~::r!~: ~~da ~:; to~d signed to effect its ultimate demise, not the least of which is the enactment by 
that she would have that role to per- Congress o'f the bill sanctioning the manufacture and sale of beer and wines 
form when the play opened. She ac- containing 3,2 per cent of alcohol by weight. 
cordingly purchased some $200 worth This highly controversial amendment was a departure from the constitu-
of dresses t~~t ~oul~:e ne:ed ~or tional scheme which prov ided merely a framework for government. Whereas 
!h:n::l'!ilie w:~ fn fon:::: th:t Ps~~ the other articles are declaratory or interpretative of the powers of the vari-
!uld not have the part given her, ous branches of t he Federal and local governments, it is a police regulation in 
nor any other in the production. Sev- itself, It provides: 
eral let ters to t he producer anent the USection 1, After one year from the ratification of this article the 
money she had expended fo r t he 
dresses were not answered, She ap-
plied to the Actors Equity Associa-
tion for aid, and two days later was 
told that she would get a check for 
the sum expended ($200) upon turn-
ing over the dresses and vouchers. 
manufactnre, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors within, t he 
importation thereof into, or the exportation thereof from the United States 
and all territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes 
is hereby prohibited ," 
"' Illtoxicaljng'~ Liquors Defi ned 
This is bu t an isolat.cd example of The amendment does not itself define Ilintoxicating liquors," ]n the ab-
~:~sfi~:Pi:~~~ ~v::.;~ ~i;~h:o;:~e~~ sence of statutory definition, this term includes any liquor intended for use as 
tious justice t hat can be had. a beverage which contains such a proportion of alcohol that it will produce 
Decisions Final 
intoxication when imbibed in such quant.ities as it is practically possible for 
a man to drink. 
The decisions of the Council are con- :.'.:luch of the debate in Congress on the Beer Bill has been devoted to the 
:~~e~~~Si~I~~ :t:!; :pn!a;~~u~e::e~: question of whether the human stomach has th e capacity to contain a sufficient 
have only been taken twice in the his- quantity of 3,2 per cent beer as to inebriate the consumer, From the testi-
tory of t he organization. The appeal mony taken by the Senate Judiciary Committee it appears that reputable 
is taken up before a meeting of the scientists can readily be produced to testify on either side of this proposition, 
entire membership of the Associa- The issue has therefore arisen as to whether the bil1 is constitutional. 
tion; beyond thi s there is no high er Generally,' when the term "intoxicating" is defin~d by statute, the Courts 
tribunaL The litigants in ally case are bound by that defi nition and they can neither enlarge nor restrict its s ig-
are not represented by attorneys, nor nification. (Mark8 v , State, 159 Ala, 71; People tI. Nordine, 201 Il l. Ap. 70; 
any person who may be compared to Brown v. Stat e, 17 Ariz, 314,) T he contention of the drys is that the force· 
the counsel of the legal courts, The of the Eighteenth Amendment is so great as to compel the Supreme Court to 
whole underlying idea is that of disregard the Congressional defin ition , Some support for this position is to 
friendly cooperation rather than the be found in the celebrated National PrQ!i.ibition Ca8e8, (253 U. S. 350). Judge 
bit ter antagonisms bred in a civil su it. Van Deva11ter, there declared: 
The proc~d i ngs are informal and ~o . I<The first section of the Amendment-the onc embodying the prohibi-
attempt IS m~de to have ? defilllte Hon-is operative throughout the ",tire territorial limits of the United 
Corm of pleadmg and practIce. States, binds all legislative bodies, courts, public officers, and individuals 
__ ... ~~('ed~' t Not Ru.ljng ... 
The Council is seldom swayed by 
precedent, tho it may give heed to 
within those limits , and by i ts own force invalidates every legis1ative act-
whether by Congress, by a State legislature, or by 'a territol'lal assclllbly~ ~ 
which authorizes or sanctions what the section prohibits." 
past rulings if it so desires, and the Cont rol Remains Leg islative 
The Iowa Law Review devotes its entire issue to .. A Symposium on Ad-
minis trative Law," Introduced by an articlQ by Feli x Frankfutcr, Adminis-
trative Law in France, Germany, England, and diverse dissertations pel' ti~ent 
to the subject are discussed by Edwin M. Borchard, A. H . FeUer , Edwin \y, 
Patterson, J ohn H. Wigmore, Arthur Suzman of London, England, and other 
eminent jurists and lecturers. That the Review has deemed it expcdient to 
devoter1:h.e issue to this- topie, Mr , Frankfuter facie is evidence. of t he period 
of " fruitful interplay" bet ween theory a nd practice, [n France, administra-
tive law has extended, through a century of progress, to protect the individual 
from torts and misfeasance a r ising out of the government and its officers, 
German Administrative Law, in comparison to the French, is very systema-
tized a nd general. The Germans have never disregarded the theory of close 
integration between administrative law and public law, Despite the differ-
E:nces in t he public law of the various states, a common body of Admin istrative 
Law is being built up t hroughout the English speaking world with similar 
issues and outcome, 
~t~!:~a~l a::c~s~~:~::~~e~:;u~~n~~I:~ Ncvertheless, the power to declare general rule~ with reference to rights 
The procedure is, roughly. as fol- a similal' case was so decided at some of persons and property, to ~reate ~nd regulate obhgations and liabilities, to 
lows: t.' e' th t Th' g' es to th s declare what acts shall constitute cnmes and fix penalties therefor, is legisla-
A Swedish seaman brought an action in libel "in rem" against a Nor-
wegian steamship company for personal injuries received while working as fL 
member of the crew, T he in jury occurred while the yessel was lying in 
Hampton Roads, The Vice-Consul of Norway, at Norway, protested at the 
..:ourt's assumption of j urisdiction, stating that by the Norwegian Law, a sea-
man cannot recover for pe rsonal injuries, but can share in an insurance fund 
provided by the NOTWegian government, and supported by shipowners, to com-
pensate seamen for injuries received on a vessel. The George Washington 
Law Review comments on the deeisipn in this case, The Eir, 60 F. (2nd) 124 
(C, C. A, 4th, 1933), which held that the district court should have juris-
diction , 
The complainant, a manager for t:;n~n thee :aas: ' the ~~e~~st amo~n~ tive and. not judicial. Con~ress i tsel~, cannot delegat~ to the c:-our~, or to any 
example, prefers his charges against of freed om in deciding what should other trIbunal , powers which are strictly and exclUSIvely legtslative, (Way-
the "defendant" in writing, The per- be done in the individual instance. man v, Southard, 10 Wheat, I, 42.) 
son against whom the complaint is The advantages of such a scheme al''' The Amendment, despi te its prohibitory language is not entirely self-
made, an actor in this instance, is obvious , It does away with all harsh operative. As stated in Cunard Steamship Co, v. Mellon, 262 U. S. 100 : 
then called before the Council for a and inflexible rules and p recedents " In itself the Amendment does not prescribe any penalties, forfeitu res 
hearing. The Council is composed of such as bind the judges in Courts of or lllode of enforcement, but by its 2nd section, leaves these to legislative 
fifty prominent and trusted members Law. It is more flexible, even, than action," 
who sit in judgment once a week. the Court of Equity, A crime is an offense affecting the public, the commission of which has 
Both sides are then heard and ques- They have, then, a system of ju ri s- been made puni~hable in a specified manner by the proper legislative body. 
tioned, after which a decision is given. prudence that is somewhat comparablE: The Federal Court has recognized that in the absence of language making the 
Either party may ask for friends and to Equity, as it is known to t he law· acts therein specified a crime, and prescribing the punishment, the violation 
witnesses to bear out their conten- yer, They are not so much concerned of Section 35 of the National Prohibition Act, is not an indictable offense. 
tions, and if any so asked are mem- with legal theory as with Justice- (u, S. 11, Seibert, 2 Fed, [2d] 80,) Yeti the acts which this sta tute seeks to 
bel'S they are subpoenaed, and thi s and they do justice as it secms best rest rain are apparently violations of the Eighteenth Amendment. 
The Georgetown Law Journal reports the case of St. Mary's Hospital v. :~::;lmyO,~'o~~vce~.m, ::os~reYt'h c i\~a'ttte~~~~ for all parties at the time" A simple The right and duty, in the first instance to define "intoxicating liquors" 
.. smoot hly operat.ing organization such devolves upon · Congress, In Rose 1..'. U. S ., (274 Fed, 245, certiorari denied :~~~~ ~~9d ~~te~~!~l;::J~rJht~eh~S:;:~~::~m~~~, to ;;,c~::~~r a~::;=~ ~~~:e! ~~t~ ;~e t;!~~ ~::U:.:7:V:r~;: :~ ~iSti~~s :;e~ ;~e;: ~sai~ f~;'e~~ 257 U, S, 655), the court held: 
that helIad been separated from his wife. and that he had published a notice as it were, The opponents meet and amount of agitation for refonn in "The power ~on ferred on Con gress by section 2 of the Eighteenth 
in the papers to t he effect that he would not be responsible jor any debts con- discuss their grievances before br ing- procedure in our courts. Amendment is plenary in its nature, and commits to Congress thc disere-
tracted by his wife, and t hat he had not requested the services. The hospital ;,;~;,.;;,;;,,;~~~~;;;;,;;;;;;;;;:;,;,;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;,;;;;,;;;;;;;;= == t ion to determine th e legislation necessary and appropriate to enforce the 
did not recover on the ~ound that ~t was incum~nt upon them to prove that MISSING JUROR CITED FOR CONTEMPT provisions of section 1 of this constitutional amendment. Unless the enact-
the husband was the guilty party III the separatIon, Thus, the tendency of ment has no substantial relation to the enforcement of the constitutional 
the courts, at present, is to lean towards the ability of the wife to pay for all prohibition of the manufacture, sale, or tram.portation of intoxicating 
medical services rendered her on her credit, It was found that Harry B. MCNeal' l thi s morning," answered McNeal. " I liquors within, the importation thereof into, or the exportation thereof 
juryman 12, was not in his seat and did not wake up until 10 o'clock." from, the United States and all territories subject to the jurisdiction 
• .. .. .. .. Judge Moscowitz ordered marshals to "What were you doing between 10 thereof, for beverage purposes, a court has no power to determine the 
T he Cali forn ia General Laws, Act 4214, it is recorded in the California go in search of him, o'clock and 1 :10?" asked the court. wisdom of the enactment or chal1enge the manner of the exercise by Con-
Law Review, provides that all egg products, domestic and imported, be in- The Marshal s went to 757 Union St. "Dressing" replied McNeal. gress of the authority and discretion confided to it by the second section 
spected and certified; and all restaurants and bakeries using such product.a where McNea l occupies a furnished IIHow much did you drink last of this constitutional amendment, Purity Ex tmct & Tonic Co, 11. L ynch, 
imported f rom a foreign country, post a sign to that effect. All food manu- room, to the home of his mother at 539 night?" asked the court, 226 U, S, 192, 33 Sup, Ct. 44, 57 L. cd. 184." 
facturers are to designate by stamp each food package made by them con- Ninth St., and to 156 Remsen St, III don't remember," was the reply, The Supreme Court has not attempted to dete rmine for itself the maximum 
ta ining such products. In Ex Parte Bear, 15 P. (2nd) 489, (Oct, 21,1932). where he is employed as a real estate McNeal said in l'eply to questions alcoholic content at which beer is non-intoxicating, In upholding the constitu-
the petitioner, a meringue powder manufacturer, was arrested for violating salesman. The deputy marshals were by t.he judge that he drank liquor at tionality of the War Time Prohibition Act and the Volstead Act, restricting 
the statute, He applied for a. writ of habeas corpus claiming that the pro- unable to find him but he telephoned t imes, and when the court asked him the sale of malt liquors with an alcoholic content of more than '"h % by volume, 
visions concerning imported egg products were unconsti tutional in that they about 12 o'clock that he would be in how much he could drink without be- it did not find as a fact that such liquors were intoxicating, The court merely 
infringed upon the Congressional power to control interstate foreign com- court later, coming intoxicated McNeal replied : held that the power of Congress to prevent the sale of intoxicating liquors ex-
merce, and were too unreasonable to be justified under the police power of When court resumed a fter the "1 can drink three-quarters of a tended to the prohibition of non-intoxicating liquors, where such prohibition 
the state. The California Supreme Court held that neither of the objections luncheon recess McNeal was in his quart of whiskey without feeling any was necessary to effective enforcement. (Rtlppert v . Caffey, 251 U. S, 264,) 
was substantial, and discharged the writ. scat . The court requested all the effects." There appears to be little solace for those who seek to void the Beer Bill, 
The question detennined was whether the statutory requirement was void jurymen except Mc~eal to step into "Wel'e you drunk last night?" asked in the light of these principles , for a s tatute must be construed, jf fairly pos-
because of the discrimination of foreign egg products under the guise of the the corridor. He then called McNeal tl't e court. sible, so as to avoid the conclusion that it is unconstitutional. Much of the 
exercise of the police power, The state cannot regulate foreign or interstate to the witness chair. ::~~:asd:o~:t~e:~!: !~~e:~~~ sober force of Judge Van Devanter's opinion in the N(ttiona[ P rohibition Caus, 
commerce directly. The purpose ~ th~ e~actment was to prevent deception D r inking H as No Effect now" said the court , "Are you :;;~rc~u~,l~~! ~!or;:~~so~~ec!~~~ :;~t ii~ ;!~U~:~i~e~:~S::~c~r\:~~~~i!~i~~ ~i;:~t:ea;:ti~~t ~~e~~~lt~;a~: ~r :sb~nd;:; ~u;;J::!, a~~u~,r~:e ~~~: "Why were you not here this morn- ber?" ion, The decision is also unique, in that it appears to be the only time in his-
legislation does not interfere nor is it repugnant to the National Law, Fur- ing?" asked the jurige as McNeal Smelling Is Beli eving tory that the Supreme Court gave its conclusions on a point of constitutional-
ther, the use and consumption of property does not constitute commerce and swayed a trifle in his chair. "Yes," was the answer. ity, without expressing the reasons for the decision, We may Ulerefore ex-
the court, it is argued, correctly overruled the objections, for the statute was " I went to a party last night and "See if there is an odor of alcohol pect the B eer Bill to receive judicial, as well as legislative and executive 
a reasonable exercise of police power, did not get home until half-past two (Continlled on P(lge 8) approval. 
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o Business Corp. May Not Be 
A Trust Ben efic iary-Foley 
\ Vhether a busiJless cotl)()ration 
Il1.ay be the beneficiary of a trust was 
the novel question which confronted 
Surrogate Foley recently. Answering 
the question in the negative the Sur-
rogate pointed out to a Justinian Re-
porter the reasons for such holding. 
By the second and fourth codicils 
to his will De Forest gave to his exec-
and 3. direction to pay income to a 
true charitable corporation is valid 
either for the lawful period of sus-
pension or in perJ>ctuity under the 
Tilden Act. But a search of the re-
pbrted cases in this state fails to re-
veal, so far as ascertainable, any de-
cision sUI;l>orting the validity of a 
trust for the benefit of a strictly 
utors. in trust, the sum of $100,000, business corporation," 
with certain: directions to pay the in- The Surrogate expJained Utat eer-
come or principals, in whole or in tain text writers appear to indicate 
part, to the "Adirondack Mountain that without express statutory au-
R~serve:' The "Adirondack Moun- thority to create such a trust, Or ex-
tain Reserve~: is a business corpora- press statutory capacity on the part 
tion authorized. among other things. of the corporation to take as a bene-
to buy and seJl real estate, to cut tim- ficiary. such a trust would be void. 
her, manufacture lumber and sell the Other text writers state that a cor-
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Eliminate Law's Delay 
By A. S. CUTLElt 
"Justice delayed is Justice denied." 
No one disputes this truism. What are we doing to remove the many 
layers of delay now superimposed upon the body of Justice? Strip our proce-
dur~ of its intenninable delays and you have taken a long stride forward in 
the administration of the law. 
Some will say that in these days of great commercial activity it is impos-
sible to keep uptodate. Statistics will be cited to pro .. ·e that 80 many new 
cases are being daily initial.ed that no series of courts could keep up with the 
mass of work. Too many lawyers hide behind that generality and therefore 
do nothing about ameliorating the Law's delays. 
Perhaps if they knew that delay was a rope around the 4!-eek of Justice, 
which is slowly choking it to death, the lawyers would stir themselves into 
activity. How many active practitioners are aware of the fact that in the 
City Court, Kings County, for instance, it takes 4 years to reach a case on 
the general jury calendar. How many clients have the temerity to institute 
suit when the best a lawyer can promise them is trial 4 years hence? No 
wonder litigants are abandoning the expense and trouble of law suit and 
lawy~rs fee and adopting any other method in preference. Arbitration, con-
ciliation, settlement directly with the debtor, any expedient seems by con~ 
Lrust the more practical thing for the businessman to do. 
Crowded Condilions of Courts Listed 
Thursday, April 6, 1933 
Supreme Court Authorizes 
Coal Producers To Combine 
In a significant decision, regarded chleC justice said that the evidence 
as the first step in scrapping previous in the case required three major con-
rigid interpretations of the Sherman elusions. as follows! 
Act and ultimate liberalization of the «(1). With respect to defendant's 
whole concept of anti-trust statutes, purl>oses, we find no warrant for de-
the Supreme Court authorized bitumi- termining that they were other than 
nous coal producers to combine to those they declared. Good intention~ 
stabilize their industry against the will not save a plan otherwise objec-
disordered conditions now threatening tionable. but knowledge of actual in-
its collapse. tent is an aid in the interpl'etation of 
The decision, in the case of the facts and predictions of consequences. 
Appalachian Coals, Inc., The evidence leaves no doubt of the 
... , in which the opinion was wr~tten existence of the evils at which de-
by Charles Evans Hughes, reversed fendnnts' plan was aimed. The in-
the judgment of the Federal District dustry was in distress. It suffered 
Court of West Virginia, and held that from over-expansion and from a :leri-
the organization and its plan did not ous relative decline through the grow-
same. and to mine and sell ores. In poration may be a beneficiary. but This table may give some idea of the delays in which 
connection with the holding of the either furnish no authorities to sus- enmeshed: 
violate t.he Shennan Act. Subscribed ing use of substitute fuels. It was 
to by all the members of the high afflicted by injurious practices within 
the litigant is court except Associate Justice James itself-practices which demanded cor-
real estate, owned by the corporation lain their view or else cite cases in-
in Keene Valley in this state, its volving charitable corporations. The 
stockholders, and others associated Real Property Law, and particularly 
with them, have conducted a club of section 96, seem to indicate that ~h 
The Supreme Court, New York County, is more than 2 years behind in its 
jury trials. 
The Kings County Supreme Court is 3'h years behind, while Queens 
County is more than 2 years behind and Bronx County is about 1 year and 
4 months behind. 
::restricted membership in the nature the measuring lives of a trust and the The City Court, New York County, is 8 years behind in its regular calell-
of a country club and known as the beneficiaries must be human beings. dar and about 14 months behind in its commercial calendar. 
"'·Ausable Club." The stockholders, It would seem, therefore , that under The City Court, Kings County is 4 years behind in its general calendar, 
members and subscribers. enjoy the the decisions and statutes of the state though only 2 months behind in its commercial calendar. 
'privileges of the club and the use of that a busiriess corporation may not The City Court, Bronx County is 3% years behi nd in its regular calendar, 
the real estate owned by the corpora- be the beneficiary of a trust even though uptodatc in its commercial calendar. 
tion. Certain purposes of this cor- where the trust period does not ex- Our Central Jury Part in Manhattan is 1 V~ years behind in its tort 
poration are stated to be the prote<:- cced the statutory .period of limitation. calendar and 9 months behind in its commercial calendar. 
!.:~Ci~ !~:::;tt. Ia;~:a:;:::.;=~ Foley Points Conclusion to a::t::~~~is~alendars of the various Parts vary f rom 10 days behind 
though commendable, confer no direct SU1'rogate Foley stated that under In the Municipal Court.s of the Bronx the ju ry calendar averages about 
benefit on the public in general. The this conclusion the trust is wholly 1 % years behind. 
testator set forth in the codicil that void. "If however, the corporation In the Municipal Courts in Brooklyn the jury calendars are from 1 * to 
his "purpose is to pI'Cserve the for- had the capacity to take as bene- 2lh years behind, the average being more than 2 years. 
eats, lakes and mountains of the Up- ficiary, can the trust be saved in part? LnymslI Afraid to Engage in Law Suit 
per Ausable Valley in their wild and It is argued that the primary provi- It is a brave litigant, who, in face of the foregoing, visits a lawyer, pays 
natural condition under the policy set sion which fixes its possible durati(ln the disbursements and the lawyer's fee and waits for trial until everybody 
forth in the present bylaws of . the for the lives of the two sons of the connected with the matter has long since forgotten the nature of the con-
reserve, or as these bylaws may be testator should be preserved and the troversy. 
hereafter amended." He expressed executors pennitted to apply the in- "Frozen assets" was once an economic term familiar only to bankers and 
the wish that the fund be not used come or part of the principal during investment executives. The developments of the last few weeks have made 
H £or current expenses," but provided that period . The courts, in their dis- the phrase "frozen assets" familiar to everyone, including our school chil-
that it be utilized "for the mainte-- cretion, have at times resorted to the dren. If banks and large commercial ~nterprises are choked to death by 
~ TJ.ance f'Uld improvement of the re- principle of iudicial 8\\rl-ery. They fro~n assets. now much '1onge7c'tLn Justice keep from being choked to death 
serve." The terms of the trust fur- have severed the invalid portions of a by its frozen assets of litigation? 
ther provided that it shall continue, ~ ... ill . and saved the valid. .That policy A simple pract ica l insta.nce may help : On a burglary policy a small store-
unleJ:ls sooner tenninatcd, during the IS dl.rected. to the accomphshrnents of keeper has actually lost $3400. There is no breach of warranty. It was im-
lives of the testator's two sons. A the lnte~tlOn of the testator ~nd .the mediately reported to the police. There was indisputable evidence of the 
po'Wer to tenninate, but not absolute e.ffectuatlOn of the plan. of dlstnbu~ hurglary and the inventory cheeks within a couple of hundred dollars as the 
in 1'onn, is given to the executors. tlOn 80 far as legally poSSIble. Equal- insurance company's accountants have ascertained. Nevertheless, defendant, 
1-1 the power be exercised the testator ity of division among the natural ob- with no defense or pretense of a defense, has the temerity to offer $1500. If 
directs that the balance of the fund jects of. the testator's ~un~y typifies the case could be reached for trial next week, this businessman would collect 
shall become part of the residuary the motive for the. apphcation of ~e $3400 beyond the shadow of a doubt. In fact, the insurance company would 
estate_ In the event that the trust rule. In ~e pendmg estate there IS never go to court. Under present ronditions, however, the insurance company 
is continu ed during the full period no appeahng reason to salvage any takes legal, if not moral and ethical, advantage of a calendar situation. 
0-1 two lives, there is no disposition l)art of the trust for the benefit of a 
0-1 the remainder, but under the usual business corporation. Due to the de- Muny Forced to Seule Below True Value 
rule of construction it would pass to preciation of the assets of the estate, Nor would it be surprising if in these days a poor litigant, who sorely 
the residue as undisposed property. the general legacies to the widow and needs the money, hi forced to settle for less than half a bona fide, meritorious 
The residuary estate was placed in children have been greatly diminished. claim. He figures $1500. now is worth more to him to preserve his business 
trust tor the life of the widow, with A determination that the trust is void than $3400. 2 years from now. Thus he swallows his wrath, pockets his loss 
contingent remainders t9 his children in its entirety will help make up the and forever aftel'\\'ards mocks the Judges and the lawyers who have pern'lltted 
or issue. It will be seen that whether present defiCit m the legacies for the such a situation 
the trust be tenninated under the benefit of these nearer relatives. The So I say, first and foremost, we must ehmmate delay, or we, as a profes-
terms of the will or the fund passes testator himself indicates in his lan- sion, will be eliminated by our clients who will not brook delay. 
at the death of the survivor ot the guage a doubt as to the validity of Now, how are we going to do it? 
t'W"o sons, it will in either event be- his plan, and apparently to avoid ilIe- One remedy proposed was a Judicial Council composed. of lawyers and Jay-
cOn:l.e part of the residue. Thereby it gality vested his executors with the men. That is about as useful a s transferring a dollar bill from your right wi~ have P~ through an illegal power to tenninate :h~ trust and.to hand trousers' pocket to your left hand trousers' pocket in the hope that in 
penod of three hves. turn the balance of It mto t.he resld- the expedition from one pocket to the other the bill will become one hundred 
Queetioru of COlls truc tion 
Surrogate Foley showed J:hat cer-
tain questions of construction arose 
ou t of this situation. 
(a) 18 the trust a charitable trust 
~hich may be sustained regardless of 
the unlawful trust period provided in 
the scheme of the testator? (b) Is it 
void because a business corporation 
was named as cestui? (c) If it is not 
void for the latter reason, may the 
trust be sustained in part. the third 
life eliminated and the trust penni!;.. 
ted to continue for the lawful term 
oL two lives? In other words, may the 
valid portions, if any, of the plan 
be saved and the illegal ones excised? 
Holding that this trust is not a 
vaJid charitable trust, the Surrogate 
stated that the "Adirondack Mountain 
R eserve, the corporation named a s 
cestui here, is essentially a business 
corporation, privately operated for 
private enjoyment. The very fonn 
o£ the corporation emphasizes its non-
charitable character,:' 
uary trust created for the benefit dollars instead of Olle dollar. 
of his widow, his children and his To pile delay on delay is no remedy. It will take years before a Judicial 
issue." Council reports. More years before anything is done about their report and 
Cannot Uphold Illegality in the meantime the litigant will seek other means than a law office for relief. 
"Where the maker of the will indi- We must get our calendars uptodate. The talk about appointing more 
cates so strongly his own belief in its j udges is viewed with suspicion by the layman. As the World Telegram says, 
unlawfulness," said the Surrogate, "rt would be heaven for lawyers if the)' could, each Legislative session, grind 
"the court should not be asked to out mol'(l judgeships for lawyers to step into!' 
strain to support it. In the scheme We must grind out the legal grist that is already in the mill without add~ 
of the tr.ust, validi ty and invalidity ing more judges to the pay roll, and yet, the present number of judges ap-
are closely interwoven. The fund can- parently cannot move the calendar. 
not escape from suspension tor the Here is an opportunity for us lawyers. Let us show the layman that we 
I>ossibie unlawful period of three Jives. not only appreciate the reason for his complaint, but that we, in our way, are 
Thus invalidity dominates and vitiates doing everything we can to eliminate it. 
the scheme in its entirety. Unlawful 
accumulations of income are author· Offers Three-Point Program 
ized by this will, and while they may Let us come to the fore with this 3 point program: 
be excised in the ordinary case, they 1. Make trial by jury a matter of discretion and not of right. 
constitute an essential addition here 2. A system of Masters whereby, as in England all the preliminary prac-
to the other illegalities in the trust tice and pleading motions are concentrated in one Master's hands. 
plan. The remainder of the trust 3. Organize under the supervision of the Appellate Division a body of 100 
upon the death of the widow is con- or more prominent members of the Bar, who will voluntarily in this emergency 
tinge'nt. Vesting with respect to this serve as judges 101' 2 days a week without compensation and with their only 
fund, therefore, following through hope of reward getting and keeping the cal~ndars uptod~te. . 
three lives, occurs at an illegal date- 1. Though the Supreme Court, New York County JUry calendar IS more 
the death of the third life tenant. The than 2 years behind, the non-jury calendar is practically uptodate. 
remainder therefore cannot be accel- Similarly, though in our Municipal Courts the jury calendars average from 
erated." 1 % to 2 ~ years delay, the non-jury cases are disposed of in periods varying 
Charitable Trusts L'lwful Accordingly he held that no part from 10 days to about 4 months. 
640f course," Judge Foley continued, of the trust could be saved, "but that The juxtaposition of jury and non-jury calendars is not without signifi-
u a simple trust with separate trustees it was void in its entirety. (CcmtitUUd em Page 7) 
C. McReynolds, the findings of the redion. If evil conditions could not 
court were viewed as amounting to a be entirely cured, they at least might 
test of the anti-trust law and its app li- be alleviated. The unfortunate state 
cation to the immediate business situa- of the industry would not justify any 
tion. attempt unduly to restrain competi-
Plan Reduces Competition tion or to monopolize, but the existing 
Another immediate effect of the de- situation prompted defendants to 
cision, which teehnically remanded make, and t he statute did not preclude 
the case to the District Court with them from making an honest effort to 
instructions to enter a decree to allow remove abuses, to make compttition 
ol>eration of the plan, was to place 
on the court future detennination of 
the question whether the plan actually 
operates to reduce competition in the 
production of coal and to raise prlcel'i 
against the public interest. 
"So far as the actual purposes con-
cerned," the Hughes opinion read, 
"the conclusion of the court below was 
amply supported that the defendants 
were engaged in a fair and open en-
deavor to aid the industry in a mea-
su rable recovery from its plight.. 
"The fact that correction of abuses 
may tend to stabilize a business, or 
produce fairel' price levels, does not 
mean that ,the abu'M's should...-go-- un~ 
corrected or that the cooperative en-
deavor to correct them necessarily 
constitutes an unreasonable restraint 
of trade." 
Actioll Justifiefl Rise 
Referring to the rigid ruling of the 
West Virginia court that the combi-
nation must be enjoined because it 
had reason to believe that its opera-
tion wOl.lld tend to increase prices, 
the Supreme Court held that even 
were prices to be raised, such action 
might be jus tified "if the advance was 
designed to put an end to ruinous 
practices." 
The court al80 disposed of the con-
tention that combinations not in viola-
tion of the anti-trust act must take 
place through merging of corporation 
interest. Here the Supreme Court 
said : 
"We know of no public policy, and 
none suggested by the tenns (Jf the 
Shennan Anti-trust Act, that in (Jrder 
to comply with the law those engaged 
in industry should be driven to unify 
their properties and business in order 
to correct abuses which may be cor-
rected by less drastic measures. Pub-
lic policy might indeed be deemed to 
point in a different direction." 
Relief Not Denied 
Specifically, the court held that the 
Cact that the suit of the government 
was brought under the Shennan Act 
does not change the prineiples whieh 
govern the granting of equitable re-
lief. 
Recognizing that the case had been 
tried in advance of any effort to test 
the plan in practice, the court pro-
vided for supervision to detennine 
whether unfair competition resulted. 
The Appalachian Coals, Inc., the evi-
dence showed, controlled 58,011,367 
tons or 11.96% of the bituminous coal 
mined east of the Mississippi, which 
in 1929 amounted to 484,786,000 tons 
of coal. The fact also showed that the 
corporation's plan contemplated oper-
ation of companies mining 73% of the 
coal in the so-called Appalachian ter-
ritory. 
Tit ree Conclusiolls Reached 
The eighteen page opinion of the 
fairer, and thus to promote the essen-
tia l interests of commerce. 
No Monopoly Control 
"(2). The question thus presented 
chiefly concerns the effect upon prices. 
The ultimate finding o f the District 
Court is that the defendants 'will not 
have monopoly control of any market, 
nor the power to fix monopoly prices'; 
and in its opinion the cou rt stated that 
'the selling agency will not be able, we 
think, to fi'x the market price of coal.' 
"The contention is, and the court 
below found, that while defendants 
could not fix market prices, rJte~con­
certed action would 'affeet' them-
that is, that it would have a tendency 
to stabilize market prices and to raise 
them to a higher level than would 
otherwise obtain. But the facts found 
do not establish, and the evidence 
fails to show, that any effect will be 
produced which in the circumstances 
of this industry will be detrimental to 
fair competition. 
Plan Eliminates Competition 
"(8) The Question remains whether. 
despite the foregoing conclusions, the 
fact that the defendant's plan elimi-
nates competition between themselves 
is alone sufficient to condemn it. Em-
phasis is placed upon defendants' con-
trol of about 73% of the commercial 
production in Appalachian territory. 
But only a small percentage of that 
production is sold in that territory. 
The finding of the court below is that 
'these coals are mined in a region 
where there is- very little consump-
tion.' Defendants must go elsewhere 
to dispose of their products, and the 
extent of their production is to be con-
sidered in the light ot the market con-
ditions already described . 
No Ground for Illegality 
"We agree that there is no ground 
for holding defendants' plan illegal 
merely because they have not inte-
grated their properties and have choB-
en to maintain their independent 
pljlnts, seeking not to limit but rather 
facilitate production. We know of no 
public policy and none is suggested by 
the tenns of the Sherman Act, that in 
order to comply with the law those 
engaged in industry should be driven 
to unify their properties and busi-
nesses in order to correct abuses which 
may be corrected by less drastic mea-
sures. Public policy might indeed be 
deemed to point in a different direc-
tion. If the mere size of a single, em· 
bracing entity is not enough to bring 
a combination in corporate form with-
in the statutory inhibition, the mere 
number and extent of the production 
of those engaged in a cooperative en-
deavor to remedy evila which may ex-
ist in an industry, and to improve 
competitive conditions, should not be 
regarded as producing illegality." 
! 
I 
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ProminentAlumni Who Will be Present at TestimoniaIDinner ·· 
W1LUAM nnOWN CARSWI<;LL 
William Brown Carswell, a member 
of the class of 1908, is a Justice of 
the Supreme Court . He was formerly 
a State Senator for several terms. He 
has abo been an Assistant Corpora. 
tioll Counsel of the City of New York. 
ALVAH W.o\'l'lml\IAN nUKl,lNOMIE 
Alvah Waterman Burlingame, a 
member of the class of 1904. has been 
in the New York Senate lor several 
years. He is also V ice-President and 
Secretary of George Allison and Co. 
JOHN IOSEPH CURTIN 
J ohn J oseph Curtin , a member of 
the class of 1906, is th e SI><!ciai Coun-
sel to t he New Yor k State Transit 
Comm ission. H e was f orme rly Coun-
sel to Governor Smit h. In 1928 
Brooklyn Law School confer red the 
Doctor of Laws degree upon him. 
I 
I 
JOHN .I. UIi:NNM1"l'. JR. 
J ohn J. Bennett. Jr .• a member o f 
the class of 1926, is Atwrney General 
of the State of New York. During 
the late war h e was a Lieutenant of 
Aviation and now is a Captain of In-
fantry in the Officers Reserve Corps . 
He was also State Commandel' of th e 
American Legion. 
)rANASSEH l\IaLER 
Manasseh Miller, a member of the 
class of 1002, is President of the Pru-
dential Savings Bank and was Presi-
dent of the National Title Guarantee 
Co. He is also P resident of the N a-
tional Exchange Bank and Trust Co. 
He serves on the board of directors of 
se .. -e r.1 corporations. 
LOON a. GODLEl' 
Leon G. God ley, a member of ;,.he 
class of 1908, is on e of the New York 
State Transit CommiSSion. He hag 
been a Deputy P olice Commissioner , 
an Assistant Corporation Counsel and 
a Magistrate. Mr. Godley i.s a lso a 
Professor of Law at Brooklyn Law 
School. 
I 
J<~IU,_NK ''-'RFJD AOI':L 
.F rAnk Fred Adel, a member of the 
class of 1903, is a Justice of the Suo 
preme Court. Besides being Vice-
President of the Ridgewood Sav ings 
Bank, he is a director Of the Bank o f 
ilfallhattan Trus t Co., and also of t hp 
Empi~ Title a nd Guarantee Co. 
ElJo';NRY GEORGE WENZEL. JR. 
Henry George Wenzel, Jr., a mem-
ber of the clWMi o f 1911, is a Justice of 
t he Supreme Court. Fonnerly he was ' 
a Justice of the Municipal Court of 
the City of New York . 
HARRISON G. GWHE 
Harrison G. G lo r e, a Dlcmber o[ the 
class of 1903, was formerly II. Justice 
of the Muni cipal Court of the Cit)' of 
New York. He is the author of 
"Fullctions the Judiciary Have Per-
formed in Our Government." He also 
sen'ed several terms in the Assembly. 
I 
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OEOItO F. lf1i:1\'"RY RO't' CE 
George H e nry Boyce, a member of 
the class of " 1907, is a Justice of the 
MUllicil)al Co urt of the City of New 
York. 
GIOORGE V. McI,AUGKLIN 
George V. McLaughlin, a member of 
the class of 1915, is President of the 
Brooklyn Trust Co. He was fonneriy 
Police Commi ssioner of the City of 
New York. He is a Director of sev-
eral corporations, a mong which are: 
International Trust Co., and Brooklyn 
Chamber of Commerce, Inc. 
wn .... C KARLE.'-; 'HLlS 
Louis CharlelS \Vills, a nlember of 
the clas.'! of 190,5, is President of 
Greater Ncw YOI'k and Suffolk Title 
and Guarantee Co. One of the Advi. 
sor~' &ard of Manufactuf('r" Trust 
Co., he is also Vice-President of the 
Schomaker Hold ing Corp. 
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Fraternities and Sororities ~ :~:~;~;C;;~~~:~~ I~II!:;;;;;==P=R=A=C=T=I=C='=E==C=O=U=R=T===ll11 
PHI DELTA pm dore Biennan, fonnerly connected decision often becomes like the off-spring who resembles everyone except his The final session of the Practice ing. He praised the counsels and ]iti-
On April 1, Everts Inn held an with the United States ~ttomey's o!- parents. Court, directed by Prof. Edwin W. 
initiation dinner at Keen's Chop flee; Jesse Kraus, who IS l~cated In The basis for such disparity is the present scheme of things, whereby he Cady, and for which Brooklyn Law 
House. Hon. John Macerate of the the Transfer Tax Department of the who pays the doctor can himself wield the knife under the skillful guidance School has become justly noted, was 
gants who tried their cases before 
him, and commended their excellent 
Supreme Court of New XQrk, Second S~rrogate's Court in K~ngs County; of the surgeon. Medical testimony is beginning to sway like a delicate weed 
District, was the principal speaker. Miles J . Goldberg; Damel Polansky; propelled by the breeze. The surgeon for the plaintiff makes a permanently held Saturday, April 1st. This marks tions. 
preparation and conduct of their ac· 
Other speakers included Han. Walter Milton ~eyers, valedictorian ~n '28, disabled martyr out of the very slightly injured man, while the defense makes the close of another successful period The cases over which he presided 
G. C. Otto, formerly a County Judge and ~sslstant to Dr. Cady. In the him out a scarcely scratched imposter, and the Judge and Jury must decide of work by the students. were: 
and now Mayor of New Rochel1e, and Practice Court; Harvey DIamond. between the two. That is how the ponderous wheels of justice creak and The purpose of the Practice Court Before: Mr. Justice David R. Podell 
Prof. Edwin Cady. 'Edwin G. O'Neill f?rmerly in' the Workmen~s Compensa· groan and carry on. is to enable the students to gain as Fred Brown v. I rving Pearlman-
acted as toastmaster and was in his bon Bureau, Bert Friedman and This is true in the criminal branch as welt, as in the ci:vH law. Eminent 
best form. Professors Markley Frank· Philip~. ~ason, Professor Jay Leo psychiatrists for the prosecution, of course, decide on wild, incorrigibility thorough a knoWledge of practice and Leon Pobersky for the plaintiff; 
ham and Donald F . Seely were also RothschIld l~ an honorary member of fostered by lack of ambition and by criminal propensities for easy gain, at procedure as can be had in a law Clement C. Eicks for the defendant. 
present. The men who were initiated the FraternIty. the same time that equally prominent neurologifits fo r the defense create a school. 1t gives the Senior student Morris Hertz v. Charles Goldstein as 
into the fraternity are: Arthur De- -- psychopathic personality; while the poor judge and the hefuddled jury remain a preliminary knowledge of the prep. Executor-Morris Goldstein for the 
lany, Feodor Harms, Edward Han· IOTA ALPHA PI to decide which of the eminent medicos are to be believed. And thus is aration and conduct of a case. This plaintiff; Gerald FitzGerald for the 
COC;h~O!: C~n~Yc:-~~~::~ ~:e~~i Iota Alpha Pi "'ill tender its An· society protected! training has proven to be of inval- defendant. 
province of this fraternity are holding :~~~~~: ~1:~~i~nN~!~O:~'. 1~~~ Both sides or~S~~~l:r~::~:::~f~~ ~~~sIt~~~I~~~~~~ing physicians. uable service, since the courts are ~:r:yale~:~~ ~!:edth:epi;::~~;.. 
their annual dance at the Waldorf· proceeds of the atrair will go to the Few doctors, if any, commit the crime of perjury. The intent to deceive the conducted in all ways precisely as are 
Astoria on April 8. Ferdinand V. S. Students Room Fund. court is totally lacking. It is not done wilfully and knowingly. The science regular courts of Law and Equity. Stanford H. Waite for t he defend· 
rna:~:; J:~~~~O!~:r:. the chainnen Preparations are being made by of medieine is not yet exact. There is SO much of it that is left to informa· Several prominent members of the ant. 
__ ~:=tto C~a!;~~inOfth!~~~rs~a:; :~~nS:d s~~i:;ifi~:~ ;~a:~:~e:fn~f is;~: ~!:! a:~:~~:n ~~S~n:f~ae;:~~ bench and bar have se~'ed as ~est EI~:n~:C::s ~~~~::~~:; ~::~: 
IOTA THETA Iota Chapter of Long Island Uni. pamicula-rly when in the mind's eye he is traversing a desert with an oasis ~UdgeS, and they havef a~~a~~ strIC~ plaintiff; Robert Morris for the de-The Iota Theta Law Fraternity ten. versity. of plenty on the opposite side. One can so righteously begin with a major y applied the rules a ea mg an f d t 
dered its most recent affair, a bridge The Brooklyn clb, composed of up- r~:~~ee:~ l::'~ea~:U:~~v;h:~ ~s ~::!~:i~:ai:.·~~:i:h:~r~o~~~tre~:i~:~:~: Practice. · en an . 
and dance. at the Plaza Hotel. in New town alumn' of th B kl La eo" David L. Podell, eminent attorney, Irwin Tannenbaum v. Max Goldblatt 
York City, on February 26, HISS, in School. held ~ regul:r m::in; at th: witness is paid for under the present scheme of things. made some very interesting comments -Joseph Newman for the plain· 
~o::~:;:on T~~th ~~i:l I:~am;::!: ~~ ~at;~8:"OroO·~p·~.,aM~,F~~~nA;::,:~ a:8~ ~;~~~ out .;r:o:;~::~t;:~:!~~:l~:~fiS:~!:£~!;::~;~:~::~;'::~i~~~~; :::~ ~: c:~~~!:eda~et~:b::s:f ;:~ ;:~p:~::nF:,::~~:.n:~qf.O::: ::: 
~~;~:/~n:~~ a~d ;.e:::o!t::~:~: become relegated to the past. It is futile to appeal to the honor and civil" ty bickering wh ich so many lawyers initial visit to the Practice Court 
The "sisters" of Iota Alpha Pi united The Alpha Tau Alpha Legal Fra· pride of the professional. He is honest; he is a fine citizen; and he does fin indulge in. Many attorneys in court, when he presided over Part II. The 
their untiring efforts to help make ~:t~ch~r~~~h~~~~r aOfcl~~~~ wrong. His reasoning is simply at variance with the reasoning of others, he said, are constantly engaged in ca ses over which he presided were: 
the event the success that it was. dinner and reunion meeting on Tues. ~~:n~c~p::;~t~oto;e~~~eth~~aSti:U:-i~:~:d~i~~~fe~~te ;~~I~hy~~c~:nuPwi~n~~: picayune arguments that are of no Before : Mr. Justice Joseph G. 
~:l%::nI~~:::;:~e~i~:~;~ ;';r~~~e:r!~~~;~ ~:.~~:t~ Y~!~ :~::~d:~~i:i::!~~:H::~~~~!:~~:~~{Y2~::;~al:E:n~~~:;~:: ::;:Y::~:~lu~:::~lr::~:~:E~e;: M~:;: ~:~i;~:n:i:~~;e K::~~~; 
24, 1933. Brother Rotwein, in an in· All fraternity members are requested thought on the subject. The following methods of procedure would tend dividends in the nature of the favor- Ro:.~t~e~~m:Onhe; ~o!:d te;h~~er 
:::1 a~~C~~!O~~:~OI:~d t~e r:;:i ~er~~n!ay R:e:~t!~nswi~~ $:~~li; gre~~I~ ~ e~::~;o!:!~~~~:e ~or criminal offenses, t he alienist should be a :~~i~~;~S;~~~1.iS t;:~;t~e~ :=:~; -Marvin Kalfus for the plaintiff; 
Profession. Beer (legal) and pretzels Isaacs, No. 152 West 42nd St., New competent official, whose exhaustive study and report on the mental state of he mentioned was the stigma attach. Leon Weinstock for the defendant. 
w~re served after the forum. York. the defendant should be final. ed to Criminal practice. The lay pub. Milton Gershenson v. Paul Levine-
-- Only Medical Officers Al Lowed to Testify lic. he insists, looks at the whole prop· ~~~sg t.!:::;~ :::. :ee d:i:!~:t: 
PHI KAPPA DELTA N. Y. U. Club Holds (2) Inhcivil actionds ~e on~y ~ded.::al wi~ess to be allo:d to pres~t evj· ~~~~~~ rf::::;d~~e ':~~~ra;~~'a ;~~~ Petition of Paul Levine to prove last PI~~~a~O~r:a;~~:;~a~::e =~ c~~l ~~:~ ~i! ~n~:l:~:~ otU~ ~a~~ in a aoo~:U;:~i~::-f:;e t~aru:tt'hiS :~:; inal practice in the samc light as a will and testament-Harold W. 
take place on Saturday evening, April Da n ce and Tria I with the physician for the plaintiff and the doctor for the defendant. The ~u~~:~'n ~~;e,d:~!i:le:~;:t w~e~::~ ~~::m!~r f~e :ee~!~o::~~!n:.Sidore 
29, 1933, at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, -- pl~ntiff~S ph~cian can ~en r~late ! h:. facts-,. the co~~itio~, t:~atm:nt,~es~lt, or not the individual is worth sav,. P. Fairt;hild v. Ca1j:l McClain-John I~d Ballroom. The committee in The New York University Club of an per aps e reasona e va Ge 0 ce !el'Y1~!I. e p YSIClan or e e- McDonald for the plaintiff; Wil1iam 
~~:r~i:!,~eh:a~cea:i::te:yb~~~: Brooklyn Law School consisting of !~~:i~:~ :~:~ :~a~i~:sfi~~np~:i~~i~:~~7e~~~!~O~;;np~~n:!gn~~i: ~~~i:~! L. Moses for the defendant Mc· 
Siegel and Maurice J. Fleischman. fonner students of New York Uni· the other factors involved. His testimony shall be the only medical tes timony Fenster Addresses ~:i~!i:;'::~~es E. Schiffmacher for 
alumni fraters. versity fanned recently in the law allowed, of course subject to the cross examination of the attorneys and the Union Colleue Club Aaron S. Cutler, Esq., and Dr. 
Review classes, which will consist school, has shown considerable activo judge. 0 Samuel G. Coler, graduates of Brook. 
of a gene-ral review of aU subjects ity. Meetings are being held bi- Personal Righ ts Not Taken wi thout Due Process -- Iyn Law School, also sat at this ses. 
:~~~e:te:: t~~~~w r:~:~ ::: ::!~: monthly in the Col1ege' Club Room. A ~~r~~~ ~~~~yi~~~ :~i:~n~~l~~s:~:!u:~~h: :i:;e:~ed: :::~s:h~fc~~~t ne~O:?cth ~~i!:n~~~u~:ewoi~~~ ~~~.~ sian . Saturday, March 4, 1933. 
tutored by. Abraham Olian, Edward ~~.fessor Rotwein is the faculty memo ~~:e~e~~s:~ e:p:~::i!:~:~~:~n~~ ;::::~ ~~nt:e~reHs::~~~: ~~O;~: ~~u~9~3i ~~~~ i:: ~~:~lc:ile~ Before: Mr. Justice James C. Crop. 
Ciri us. and Sam Saltz. Several professors of the school , as above instances. There are ample authorities and citations to support these monthly dinner held March 2, at the se~~c:n~~C:dici~~~::a~~;~:t, 
ALPHA GAMMA well as such notable figures in t h views. A court and jury should not be compelled to wade through volumes of Hotel Granada. Part I 
legal ld 01 ... , Le' he conflicting "scientific" testimony, and yet be depended upon to arrive at an ... ,_, Fono'-- told of his experiences I' k S On March 10, 1933, Gamma Chap- . wor. as arence.u . ~s, w a equitable decision. !t ~ ..... !.t:~ Prodigal Bank v. John K Ul er- am· 
ter of the Alpha Gamma Law Fra- ]s reeogruzed as an authonty on The medical witness should in all future cases be a man who is not under in sel'\'ing, among other clients, Rear uel Stal'obin for the plaintiff ; Ches· 
E~~~ ::~;;:~ii!£i1.:~~~::~~ ~~:':ec~~::s,bcen guest ,peakers at ~;e~I!~~~:~e~:!~~:~d~io~t~~;ui;~:~a~:e~ ~;~:i:~~ C;:':~n:e~;~o~eo~i: ~:~:I~ :~~~:~: ~~r:~[s~~~~:;~: RU!~}(J.:eE:: i~:/:J;,;~::;; 
to the Dean, gave an interesting talk To Hold Mock Trial ~=:~a~r!~e~d~c~~a~~ ~ft;~ecf:e~t~::ah~ i~e~!~:~e~h:! ~;i~~n~n:r~!:e~~~~ necessary to protect the expedition William Campbell for the defendant. 
"on the possibilities of young attor· The social events planned for the should foUow, but he should be officially confined to an asylum for treatment. leader who must exercise autocratic Helen Henis v. Faloon Insurance Com· 
neys in the legal field of Public U tili- year include a dinner-dance at some powers in polar areas . The source pany-Jerome Prince for the plain· 
~:"Bu~e:~ryo~e;;~7~ a;~~~~~ ::;~ hotel in Brooklyn or Manhattan. In Testimonial Dinner to Dean Richardson ~~s~eo;i~~~ifc ~: c:il~:~~1 ~:~:ss~~~~ ~!: Noah Rotwein for the defend-
present and in an informal manner addition to this the organization will (C ' d f P 1) ~sand alumni of the Brooklyn Law Dinner in April Before: Mr. Justice Charles J . Me· 
acquainted the fraters with the work· hold a mock trial with the coopera· f ontt: ;o-n~ are B 'ld' Sch I h . d . The next dinner of the Club will be Dermott. LL.D., Brooklyn Law 
ings of that department. tion of the City College Club. It will ~h~:e ~tO\:as IOCa.~ f:: ~wenU;y.~I~~ tingooo~ ~~eo~n:~~smot:~1 J~eg:u~~ held in the early part of April. Frank School, 1930, former County 
Preparations are being completed be a murder trial-The People v. years. of New York City, attorneys promi. Bailey, Treasurer of Union College, is Judge. 
for an annual spring dance which will Hannibal Barnacle. The trial may be In 1903, through Dean Richardson's nent in the legal profession and noted expected to be the guest speaker. At Saturday, March 4, H8S. 
be held $Qme time in the near future held at the Elks Club in Brooklyn, efforts, the school became affiliated for their contributions to the progress that time the award of the Club schol· Part II 
at a prominent New York hotel. and will be directed by Professor with St. Lawrence University. In of the law, and leaders 01 civic and arship to a Union graduate of the Della Heller v. Julius Karger-Louis 
co~::~!ret~;\~l~~~n~ ~:nfr::e~!Z Cady, who is director of t!le w~lI. ~!8'H!~~ !:se~!nb:C:Jd~~~ , d~~:~~ :~~~:~l ~~:t~~t ~n th~~:a~~s :cd ~i~:~ ~a~~r:ilI be ~ken up among ~~y~~:o~~~e~~~~!~" Leon Pober-
gees: Ben Wishnewitz, Harry Her- ~lOW; Brooklyn Law School Practlce to the study and teaching of law; a moulder of men. The officers of the Club, which was In the Matter of the Petition of Kuhn 
man, Walter Seiden, Sam Appleman, our . striking contrast to the fonner build· The Dean has written many out- the fi rst college organization to be Testi to Prove the Last Will and 
Paul Barkal and Murray Sherman. A scholarship committee has also ings which housed the classrooms and standing books on various phases of founded at Brooklyn Law School, are: Testament of Eliza Howard-Solo-
-- been fonned to select some worthy a monument to Dean Richardson. the law. His "Commercial Law" Professor Edwin W. Cady, Honorary man Diamond for the proponent; 
KAPPA pm .SIGMA student of New York University who Graduate Maryland U. "Outline of Contracts", "Outline of President; Ralph J. Stark, President;, Hyman Sommer for the contestant. 
On March 3, 1933, the fraternity contemplates studying law, and to Coming to Brooklyn from the Uni- Bills and Notes", "Outline of Gunr. Cortland Poey, Vice-President, and SP,.X;IAL TERM (MOTIONS) 
held a smoker in its fraternity rooms award him a scholarslIip to the Law vel'Sity of Maryland, where he receiv- anty and Suretyship", "Outline of Hennan Shierloh , Secretary.Treasur- Philip Hoffer v. Joseph A. Fiori-
at 58 Court Street, Brooklyn, New Schoo1. ed the degree of LL.B. in 1894, having Bailments", "Selected Cases in Evi. er. Among its Honorary members Samuel 1. Rockmore for the motion; 
York, which was followed by refresh. The officers of the club are: Irving fonnerly attended the University of dence", and "The Law of Evidence", nre Federal Judge Patterson, and J oseph H. Cohen in opposition. 
ments and entertainment. Kramer, President; Sidney Newman, Wooster in his native state of Ohio, are all used by law schools and law. Hiram C. Todd, prominent Ne\v York John J. Langdon v. Joseph H. Cohen 
A dinner·dance will be held some 
time in the near future, as soon as 
the arrangements have been complet· 
e~, which will take place at one of the 
Greenwich Village Inns. 
The officers who were elected to con-
duct the affairs of the fraternity for 
the ensuing semester are: Joseph J. 
Ne·wman, Reximus; Abraham M. 
.Reider, Vice·Reximus; Harry N. New-
man, Scribe; Leonard S. Ring, Chan· 
cenor; Julius Berzinsky 'and Morris 
M. Hertz, Scribes. 
Among the brother alumni who are 
practicing Law, are as follows: lsi· 
Vice·President; Eleanor Schact, Sec- the Dean practiced law here after yers throughout the country. "The prosecutor. and Harold Jones-Martin A. Jaffe 
retary. and David Scid, Trea!:lurcr. being admitted to the Bar in 1901. H e 'Law of Evidence" is accepted as one Milton E. Canter, Director of Pub. for the motion; Isidore Cohen in 
CAMPAIGN IS BEGUN 
The Brooklyn Bar Association reo 
cently laid plans for an extensive 
campaign against banks, trust com· 
panies, insurance agencies and other 
organizations which, it is alleged, en· 
croach on the practice of law. A sur-
"ey will be made of the situation in 
Kings County and steps taken to 
prosecute the offenders, it was re-
ported. 
~~: ~e;;:e:ul~ll::~~ror:~:~r;f~~ ;!b;~~ ~~~~;r~tuadUe~~ri!;~ ' :e:!~! lications at the Law School, and I:rn';s:~~~in v. Samuel Andewelt-
Charles Alonge, now practicing law in Arthur Shea for the plaintiff; Mil· 
of the early years of studying and of law, as well as among those prac- Hudson, N. Y., are the Brooklyn Law ton Stroll for the defendant. 
teaching the law-the desire to estab-- tieing and compiling the Jaw and is School graduates who are alumni of Saturday, March 18, 1933. 
li sh in Brooklyn what he terms "a often quoted and relied upon as an the Club. 
good law school". The loyalty and authoritative expression of the N. Y. Before: Hon. Charles J. McDelmott, 
devotion of students and the coope1'a- law of evidence by the courts of this fanner County Court Judge, LL.D., 
tion and support of associates and state. York State Bar Examinations has en. Brooklyn Law School, 1930. 
tru stees, haye, the Dean says, con· Jmp.-oves Legal Teaching gaged his attention and study. As a Hanswag, Inc. and John Hanswag v. 
tributed to the ultimate result of suc- His activities in connection with the member of many committees on Legal Excelsior Hardware Company and 
cess. All have worked "with me" and Bar Associations of which he is an Education, he is devoting the results H ammer & Anvil Press-Robert 
not "for me", he says. active membel', have brought him wide of his past experiences and findings Gruskin for the plaintiff; Gilbert 
J lldges Among A]umni recognition. Recently the problem of to the improvement and progress of Rabinowitz for the defendant. 
That there are mOTe thall seven cleveloping and perfecting the New the teaching of law. (Continued on Page 7) 
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Justice Cuff Suggests Change 
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- trials. The selection of a jury, the opening of both counsel, the summations '';;;;=======================~ (Continued from Page 6) 
Matter of Petition of Kuhn Testi, &c. 
-Hyman Sommer for the propo-
nent; Solomon Diamond for the COIl-
testant. 
Before: Mr. Justice William D. Reed. 
Samuel Joseph v. Thurlow Stewart-
Philip Hoffer for the plaintiff; Stan~ 
ford Waite for the defendant. 
People v. Harry N ewnlan & Oscar 
Miller-Leon Palevsky for the pe0-
pie; Alfred Weisstein for the de-
fen se. 
Before Mr. Justice Herman S. 
Bachrach. 
People v. Arthur Selverswne-Irving 
Reiman for the People; Irving 
Brody for the Defense. 
Maxwell T. Cohen v. J. Walker, Inc. 
& Richard North-Harold Schwartz 
for the plaintiff; Leonard Thorner 
for the defendant. 
Before: Mr. Justice Abraham 
Benedict. 
Harry Sylvester v. Ralph Weinstein-
Douglass Amann for the plaintiff; 
Leonard S. Ring for the defendant. 
Marvin Kalfus v. Jacob Weinstock-
Harry Kobilewsky for the plaintiff; 
Manis Weiner for the defendant. 
Befol'e: Hon. Meier Steinbrink, Jus-
tice of Supreme Court, Second 
Judicial District. 
Saturday, March 25, 1933. 
Trial Term, Part I . 
Marlin Hanson v. Frank Smith-
Lieut. Solomon [squith for the 
plaintiff; Irving F igowitz for the 
defendant. 
Irving Brody v. Milton Gershenson-
David Klibanow Cor the plaintiff; 
I. Belfer Cor the defendant. 
Before: Han. Albert Conway, Justice 
of Supreme Court, Second 
Judicial District. 
Trial Telm, Part I. 
Milton Stroll v. Town of Morristown 
-So Forrest Ande'velt for the 
plaintiff; Gerald Feit for the de-
fendant. 
Morris L. Cohen v. Herman Ede ls~ 
berg-Samuel Cherniack for the 
plaintiff; William Schneller for the 
defendant. 
Before: Mr. Justice Charles L. Gold-
man, Brooklyn Law School. 
Samuel Boris v. West Shore Railway 
-Jacob Bartfield for the plaintiff; 
John Scott COl' the defendant. 
People v. John H. Easterday-Joseph 
Spano for the People; Louis Mos-
cato for the Defense. 
Before: Mr. Justice Morris L. Fried, 
Brooklyn Law School, LL.B. 
Milton Gershenson v. Richard Carlin-
sky-Irwin Tannenbaum for the 
plaintiff; Alex Rubin for the de-
fendant. 
People of the State of New York v. 
J. Scott-Morris Hertz for the Peo-
ple; Max Goldblatt for the Defense. 
Before: Mr. Justice Harry Sanrt, 
Brooklyn Law School, LL.B. 
Thomas Dunn v. Jacob R. Levy-Paul 
R. Carr for the plaintiff; Nathan 
Michlin for the defendant. 
Irving Friedman v. Martin Friedman 
-I. Clayman for the plaintiff; 
Samuel Boris for the defendant. 
Ralph Weinstein v. Harold Cohen-
Julius Weinstock for the plaintiff; 
Irving Rifkin for the defendant. 
Before : Mr. Justice Aaron S. Cutler. 
. In the !\latter of John Blossom, Peti-
tioner-Benjamin Busch for the 
petitioner; Samuel Davidson for the 
contestant. 
John J. Langdon v. Joseph H. Cohen 
and Harold Jones--Isidore Cohen 
for the plaintiff; Martin A. J affe 
for the defendant. 
Michael F. Lauro v. West Shore R. R. 
-Howard J. Gibbs for the plain-
tiff; Philip Hoffer for the defend-
ant. 
Before: Mr. Justice Samuel G. Coler. 
Anthony De May v. Robert Gruskin-
Kurt Widder for the plaintiff; Al-
fred Weisstein for the deCendant. 
Bernard Brandt v. John McDonald-
Oscar Miller for the plaintiff; Leon 
Zaretski for the defendant. 
Jack Siegal Y. Solomon Isquith-Miss 
Elsie Potozky for the plaintiff; 
Murray Blwnenfeld for the de-
fendant. 
The Calendar from March 4th to 
March 25th was as follows: No Trials 
on February 25th and March 11th. 
The members of the bench and bar 
who have presided over sessions of 
the Practice Court are numb'lred 
among the most highly esteemed and 
capable in the profession. The com-
plete lis t is as follows : 
Hon. James C. Cropsey, Justice of 
the Supreme Court ; Han. Meier Stein-
brink, Justice oC the Supreme Court; 
Hon. Albert Conway, Justice of the 
Supreme Court; Han. Charles J. Mc~ 
Dermott, LL.D., Brookfyn Law School ; 
Fred L. Gross, Esq., President of the 
Brooklyn Bar Association; Hon. Mur· 
ray Hearn, Justice of the Municipal 
Court; Edward J. Connelly, Esq., 
Counsel for the Chase National Bank i 
Arthur Joseph, Esq., LL.B., Brooklyn 
Law School; Harold R. Medina, Esq., 
Associate Pro fessor, Columbia Law 
Schoolj ·WiIliam D. Reed, Esq.; Her-
man S. Bachrach, Esq. 
Abraham Benedict, Esq., Trial 
Counsel for Jenks & Rogers; Charles 
L. Goldman, Esq., LL.B., Brooklyn 
Law School; Morris L. Fried, Esq., 
LL.B., Brooklyn Law School; Harry 
Sand, Esq., LL.B., Brooklyn Law 
School; Samuel G. Coler, E sq., LL.B., 
Brooklyn Law School; Aaron S. Cut-
ler, Esq., LL.B., Brooklyn Law 
School i Joseph G. Fenster, E sq., Coun-
sel for Sir Hubert Wilkins ; David L. 
Podell, Esq. 
Those who served as clerks and 
officers of the court are to be high-
ly commended, with a special word 
of praise for Miss Schumer and Isaar 
Figowitz, who have done their wor~ 
in a highly efficient and thorough 
manner. The names of these men 
CommU!sioner of Juror8 - Isaac 
Figowitz. 
Assistant Cotmnissione1'-1 rving M. 
Reiman. 
Cle'rks-Harold W. Cohen, Milton 
Gcrshenson, William Campbell, Ber-
nard Brandt, Irving Kramer, SolomOfl 
Diamond, Thomas V. Dunne, Edward 
J. Storck. 
Proct01'8-Judah Braunstein, LL.B., 
'29, LL.M. '30; Joseph Eckhaus, LL.B. 
'30; Stanley Leonard Gluck, '32; My-
ron Magee, '32; Moses Shapiro, '32; 
Max Ehrlich, LL.B. '29, LL.M. '30; 
Martin J. Forgang, LL.B. '29, LL.M 
'30; Jesse Stanly Sunshine, '31; Felix 
Pincus Bertisch, '32; Herbert Ferster, 
'32 ; Robert M. Grogan, '31 ; Arthur 
Lincoln :r..li11igan, '32; Benson Sidney 
Telsey, '32; Abraham Apat, LL.B. '28, 
LL.M. '31. 
Louis Sohmer, '31; I rving Hoffman, 
'32j Milton Jacobson, '32; Alfred S. 
,Tulien, '31; Plate Vandewater Ket· 
cham, '32 ; Rene Loeb, '32; Louis 
Albert Marchisio, '32; Abraham Olian, 
'32; Murray Nathan, '32; Isidore 
Herzhaft Wachtel, '32; Simon Klein, 
'32. 
As has been the custom in the 
past, students from other schools have 
been asked t o sit on the juries in the 
Practice Court, and many have ac-
cepted the invitation. The schoo's 
l"~presented were Adelphi, Hunter 
Coll ege, Long Island University and 
City College. The names of those 
who attended, over a hundred in num-
be l' are: 
Al101phl 
Elin Abramson, Helen B. Adelman. 
Sylv ia Block, Doris Blattmachr, Clai re 
Brown, Hilda Brenner, Amy Bern-
stein, Myriam Blumberg, Marie Buser, 
Helen Brill, Gertrude Day, Helen 
Denton, Miriam Franklin, Norma 
Ginsburg, Elsa Happel. 
Rita Helder, Katherine Hamlet, 
Beulah Hoskwith, Lillian Klein, Helen 
Klein, Muriel Kappel, Edith Kerbs, 
Lucille Leitzer, Helen S. Morri s, Jean-
nette Mortimer, Frances Minstretta, 
Marjorie Pearl, Kathleen Phillips, 
Julia Pinkus, Bertha M. Powell, Flor-
ence Rivkin, Katherine Rostron, Flor-
ence Schumer, Mildred Senkbeil, Mari-
etta Waldron. . 
Runter College 
Helen Archibald, Florence Berman, 
Stella Eberlin, Ellen E. Hoover, Ruth 
King, Fannie Lipschitz, Pearl Pone-
man, Gladys Routh, Ida Rubenstein, 
Ann Rosegarten, Ester Taubman. 
Cit), College 
William Alton, R. Brown, Max I. 
Basner. William Bernstein. Leona rd 
Berkstein, Abraham Bitter. Abraham 
Boinick, George Balamut. Charles R. 
Bearon, Roger Burdon, Louis Eisen-
(Continued on Page 8) 
and charge and in general the greater care taken in sustaining objections so - (Continued fro'llt Page 1) chair for his exclusive use. He told of that incompetent evidence will not be heard by a jury-all these factors con· 
tribure. 
Not' is the certainty of the result of jury trial, as compared with the re-
sult of a non-jury trial, in favor of the jury trial. The oldest clerks in the 
courthouse repeat "you can't gamble on a jUlOY'S verdict." 
Therefore, since trial by jury has not proved to be an unmixed blessing, a 
limitation and restriction thereof should not prove onerous. 
Meth od for Limit ing Trial Juries 
A simple constitutional method of limiting jury trials is: A party de-
siring a jury trial must make a preliminary motion (akin to our motion for 
summary judgment) obtaining the leave of the court for a trial by jury. The 
motion papers should contain an abstract of the evidence, an itemization of 
the precise issues of fact and the reasons why on such issues of fact a jury 
trial is essential. In the absence of such motion made within a certain period 
the right to jury trial is irrevocably waived as it is now under the Civil Prac-
procedure has been a swing in favor the "mysterious disappearance" of the 
of the court and litigants and away minutes of a Magistrates Court that he 
from the attorney. Thi s condition, he intended to use in his questioning of a 
holds, should be changed, and he men- witness. The papers were laid upon a 
tioned several changes that would tablo near the witness stand, hut 
facilitate t he practice, and therefore when looked for they were gone. A 
~~;: ~:;;e~~dii~e:m:~ans of enhanc- proper arrangement of the tables and 
chairs would make such an .occurrence 
As our courts are now conducted, impossible, he contended. Phone sen'-
the presiding judge is the central fig~ ice in the court room was also sug~ 
ure, and the lawyer is subordinate to gested for the lawyer who is prac-
him. Thi s, according to Justice Cuff: tically cut off from his office all day 
~~oa~e:r~:~e ~::rtc~::I:h:r~n~; when he has a case on trial. 
tice Act, if jury is not demanded within a certain period. The judge hearing more about the case than any other, 
the motion might in his opinion dispose of it by holding that there is only a and they should be the central figures, Supplementary proceedings are also 
question of law involved. He might hold that there is no real substantial :~s~ i~~~stS!~~~e~n !~:ir j::~:~ta~ a waste of time and effort, said the 
~U:S;:~ ~sfs::~~ ';:~t d;~~I;h: luU:; t;~~~I:"n g~:~s:und. Only where there ;~~tstht~.~t:;:yu~n d~:n;r~tt~i;t :r.:~I~:;"k~;~~7:~;';'e~s::to~r~~ 
the I!:llp~c~o~~I~:rtk ~f e~~~i~:~~ci~ei:!fi~~t~!n!~rYT~~i:ls~~:I~~~:~~:~ The court has the final say, and the :::~:s~~~:~:an~~:s~~~t~:e~~~i~~d 
Sup. Pro. Wastes Time 
might apply to the pl'esent waiver of jury trial in the Civil Practice Act. Our ~~~:nl?wy~~ni S ~~u;:~~~:g h~~~~: that the judgment debtor should be 
courts have consistently held the litigants to strict compliance with this pro- which," he pointed out, Ilmakes an un- put on the stand immediately after 
vision and failure once to comply, even by inadvertence, has been fatal to the verdict and made to tell just 
the ;~g~~::~:::. i~i~~Uity cases jury trial has been eliminated as a matter ~~~~:.~~l;!~f:e;:!~~n~~' the client and ::~~~.'~e ;~;dSm~~~ ~~U~e!~: 
of right. If suit is brought on a mortgage, it is an equity suit and the right Furniture Brings Protest . would do away with the present farce 
to jury trial is a matter of discretion Cor t he court and nofabsolute. If suit Another situation that brought of supplementary proceedings. and 
is brought all the bond accompanying the mortgage, it is a common law trial forth a protest from the Justice was make a judgment something more 
and jury trial within the Code provisions is saved as a matter of right. Thus the arrangement of the furniture than a joke. If an appeal is con~ 
on practically the same instruments (bond and mortgage have frequently within the court room. As it now is. templated, the loser of the case 
been construed necessarily to be read together as one), the right to jury trial there is no adequate provision made should be made to po'st a bond, just 
~~:o~: ~~:\i:l; i;:t~;t~!/!~hJi:Cnr~t:nt.he other casc on the same controversy for facilitating trial counsels' conduct as is a person who puts up bail. The 
of the case. Justice Cuff proposes a lawyer's fee, he pointed out, dellcnds 
Jury Trial Not Alwa ys Maller of Right room that would provide a full and upon the satisfying of the judgment. 
Likewise in insurance and interpleader cases. If a beneficia ry sues t he convenient place for each counsel to and his suggest ion would guarantee 
insurance company on a po li cy, that is ordinarily a common law nction and put hi s papers and exhibi...ts, and a the fee. 
Jury t ria l within the Code is a matter of right. If the insurance company :'-_~--':' _ ___ ~~ __ -'-_ _ ----: _ __ ----: ___ _ 
~~~:~:~u\~t::C~!~~::~n:ra~r~!~~~~~I;::~~:~:t;e:u~!/~~el~~~h~e::~~:; Court Addition Legal Drafts 
tria~~:s: ~l:t~~:lf~~~~~!~~~so~~~o:~z~~ti~b:~~u::~ eyen in this modern day Is Sugges ted Topic of Ta lk 
~how clearly that the cou rts h ave had no difficulty in eliminating the right to 
jury trial without constitutional infringement. (Continued '1'om Page 1) 
If all these safeguards were thrown around a j ury trial most of the jury lation of certiorari proceedings. 
~~'~~~l~:~e~~~h;of~l!::i~a:~:a;~die~~~ l~:~e n~~~ru~;I::f::d;o~~u~Ui~~lie~ Mnny Reuuctions Sought 
uptodate, as it now is, by the third point of this program. ' After the tax books are opened on 
2. No student of English court work can fail to be impressed by their October 1, disclosing the property as-
system of Masters. All the preliminaries to the actual trial are in the hands sessment s for the coming year, own-
of Masters to whom the case was first delegated. Instead of the American 
system whereby one judge at Special' Tenn hears a motion for judgment on 
the pleadings, another judge a few months later re~studies the whole case and 
hears a motion for a bill of particulars, a third judge a few months later 
ers who feel their assessments are too 
high have until November 15 to file an 
appeal with the Board of Taxcs and 
re~studies the whole case and hears a motion fOr examination before trial and Assessments. Last fall there was an 
$1) on infinitum, we have much to learn from our brethren abroad. unprecedented number of such ap-
Maste rs Will Serve As Judges peals, about 165,000. On February I, 
There the Master, who first gets the case, keeps it in his hands until the the final tax assessments were re-
~;'I~ ~: ;~:~!~u;;~:.r::;.:ea:~1 f:~~~~:: t:~f~~ni~~c~~i!~~d~~~'o:xc::i;sa~i;~~ ,'ealed, and now such . owners who 
Smith v. Jones he does not find it necessary to re-study the papers. H e is either receIved no reduction on appeal 
familiar with the law suit and with all of its ramifications. Thus much of or obtained reduction and feel it isn't 
the dead wood is knocked off the main branch of the tree. The issues in the enough are beginning to obtain writs 
~::e aa:~~::::~~r:::~:~l:hq~e:~o~h:fti;~:t i;nc~7:! ~ ~~::d!~e trial court of certiorari calling for court review 
These Masters could be chosen from the list suggested in the following of the assessment they must pay taxes 
point of our 3 point program. on. 
3. In this emergency, under supervision of the Appellate Division a list of On June 30 last year, after a steady 
100 or more prominent members of t he Bar should be selecred. These men aTe inflow of writs of certiorari for many 
to serve as judges or assistant judges 1 or 2 days a week, if not longer, weeks, the County Clerk's office looked 
~\~~O~~~~~::~;i:~c~n~a:i~: ~~~~n°;fy thh:G::a~~:~r~e:i~~n~t t~:~~e::~ likc a department store on bargain 
Thousands of objections can be made to this idea. Hundreds of better day. It was jammed with the repre-
ideas could perhaps be enunciated. But the important thing is that some-
thing be done, if only to show the public that the lawyer is not complacent 
and satisfied with present c.onditions. Some drastic step must be taken. 
scntatives of property owners seeking 
to get the appeals in before the time 
limit came. 'fired clerks handled the 
If the objection is ma~:j~~t;~~:r!:~:~~~I~;~U~h court rooms or enough applications. There were about 6,100 
juries, all the present judges, in the emergency, could devote themselves to in all the boroughs, most representing 
jury trials and leave equity, motion parts and all other work to the volunteer Manhattan. During the same p~riod 
judges. of 1931, 2,200 had been filed. 
,.ol~!t!:; j:~;~t~:~I~sh:~il~~~et~~~I~:r~iSa~~cne~t enough court rooms, every Cases C.-use Congestion 
In similar manner, every objection could be answered for out of them all It is the congestion caused in the 
some plan may be devised. Supreme Court by all these cases that 
The important thing is to do something and stop finding objections to Mr. Elliman feel s should be given im-
(Continued from Page 1) 
fact which the client himself does 
not quite know. Likewise, thei.·e are 
the clients who come to the attorney 
with plans to be earried out, plans, 
which, if carried out would have re-
sults ranging from the indifferent to 
the disastrous. "The duty of th~_  
tomey is to avoid these pitfalls and 
detours". 4'The knowledge and prac-
tical working of legal draftsmanship," 
it was stated, "is at least half the 
battle". 
Simple Se ntences Best 
"As a rule, sentences as well as 
paragraphs," he continued, "should b~ 
short and simple. Each paragraph 
should cover a separate subject. E ve ry 
paragraph should be numbered and if 
possible, should have a marginal note 
indicating its subject matter. The 
documents should be drafted and 
triple spaced and shouK.. checked 
by at least one man ot} chan the 
draftsman. The attome) ," declared 
Mr. Lewis, "will find it very helpful 
a nd also valuable, to properly use gen 
eral and special fonn books, not, how 
ever, those concerned with pleading 
or practice for the purpose of thi 
branch of work . The completed draf 
should be compared by the attorney 
with the similar fOlm in the form 
book, any excess matter can be re-
moved and any essentials omitted can 
then be inserted. The attorney who 
faithfully and expliciUy follows this 
program, will," the speaker declared, 
flbe as c1os'e to perfection in the form 
of his legal documents as his capa-
bilities can bring him." 
every possible solu tion. mediate, serious attention. Obviously, Prof. M. Frankbam Aids 
Lawyers Should Devel op Leadership he said, neither the Corporation Coun· New York COlllmission cas:i~;~;::Ie:;o:o~~ !:ac:~s~ t~u~e:::h~:' sri~~ ~e::~:::~'s iih:~u~~e~ scI's office,. which repr~sents the city __ _ 
unselfish act brings untold. unlooked for rewards . It is an opportunity for on the trIal of each Issue, no: . the Professor Mnrkley Frankham of 
us lawyers to aSsume the leadership in a movement now, at a time when a ~urts can, under pre~ent c~nd~bons the Brooklyn Law School Faculty wa 
long suffering public is growing more impatient dnily of the anachronisms in give each case the cons~derabon It de- one of the group of lawyers and la 
our legal system alld will take the power ill its own hands if we don' t move serves. In the meantime, he added, . . 
. kl the property owner must pay a tax school professors who asslsted In th qUI~h~' immediate results of this plan would not be insignificant in the legal based upon the assessment against researches C()nduc~ ~der the direc 
profession. [n the outside world the results, by way of by-products, would which he ~s appealing. ti~n. of t:he Commls.slo~ on they Ad 
be even more tremendous. Have you any conception of the amount of money The court mayor may not decide. mlmstratlOn of Justice III New or 
that is now tied up in litigation? These dollars are not only frozen, but dead.. after hearing the facts, to reduce an Sbte. 
They are useless for the next 2 or 3 yeaTS, whereas the ordinary businessman assessment. Only after it has , can The Act by which the Commission 
haR pressing need for them now. If the calendars were brought uptodate, the property owner obtain the return was created provides for the su\).. 
hundreds of millions of dollars that are now stagnant in the lazy river of of the excess tax paid . It is only by mission of its report at this sessio 
litigation wending its way slowly down to trial, would become active, spend~ eonductin~_ special h~arings as su~- of the Legislature. From Novembe 
able dollars. All that money thrown into circulation would have its inevi- gested, saId Mr. Ellunan that thiS 1931 until the recent appointment b 
table effect upon this depression. It should be the aim of every lawyer to problem can be solved without burden- President Roosevelt of Professor Ray 
thaw out money now frozen in litigation. Thus will not only our profession some delay. mond Moley as Assistant Secretary of 
be the gainer, but the whole business ~'orld will be grateful. Let it be known Mr. Elliman indicated that steps to State, Professor Frankham assisted 
that the lawyers, too, have their hand on the pulse of the times and that lay the situation before the Governor Professor Maley in his duties as Direc 
we are doing our bit to make the depress.ion past tense. would probably be taken. tor of Research of the Commission 
7
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PAGE 8 THE JUSTINIAN, BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL 
Current Legal 
Decisions 
Summer Classes will begin in June; 
Four Courses, Two Sessions, to be Given 
The summer session of Brooklyn and continuing t hrough two school 
(Contil1Ucd f f' tml Page 1) Law School will begin Monday, June year s and three summer sessions may 
money to support a wife. The de- 19th, and will conclude Friday, Sep~ thus complete the law course by Sep-
fenda nt sugg ested that if it was mere- tcmber 1st . The courses offered thi p tember , 1935, and qualify for the bar 
Iy a matter of suffieient money to session are Torts, Contracts, Agency, exami nation given in· October, 1935. 
O'Brien Offers 
New Action Bill 
Family and Children's Courts 
Combine As Court of 
Domestic Relations . 
establish him in a business of his own, and Domestic Relations. Classes wi ll Requirements for admission to the 
she had $8,000 and would supply the be divided into two sessions ; the first summer session of the law school are: MAYOR TO NAM.E JUSTICES 
Thursday, April 6, 1933 
Defeat of 
Handling Bill 
Police Commissioner Mulrooney 
Insists That Sullivan 
Law De Continued 
money if an opportunity arose. from 9 to 11 A.M. and the seeond I . AppHcants, both men and wom~ 
Subsequently, IUch an opptlrtunity from 7 to 9 P.M. en, must be at least 18 years of age A bill advocating the consolidation Strongly opposing any modification 
presen ted itself . . The defendant re- The courses to be offered are the and must possess ei ther : of the Family Court and the Chil~ of the Sullivan Act, Police Commis-
iterated her willingness to fu rnish the same in content and character a s (a) A diploma or certificate of dren:s Court .into a sin~le Cou rt ~f Do- sioner Edward P. Mulrooney recently 
money required, but demanded an im· those given in the regular sessions graduation from a College or Uni- mestJc RelatIOns has Just been mtro- went to Albany to appear before a 
mediate marriage. There was a civil and carry full credi t toward the versity recognized by the Regents of d~ced in the Le~slature. Exc~Pt for Senate Committee urging the defeat 
marriage. It was never conswnmat~ Bachelor of Laws degree thereby en~ the University of the State of New divorce, .separatlOn a nd patemlt~ ~c~ of the "Handling Bill." 
ed, the parties returning to their re- abling students to shorten the three York. or tions, thiS new court would have Juns~ When interviewed by a Justinian 
speetive hom es. On the following day, year period ordinarily necessary for , . . diction over all actions affeeting par~ Reporter con cerning this ehange in 
the plaintift' called upon the defend~ the cour ses leading to a degree. (b! A ~w Student Qu~hfYI.ng ents and children. S pecial Sessions the Sullivan Act, Commissioner Mul~ 
::t ~~: ~~ n:~n::~e !: ~~~c;;e:! Th~h~~':n~~~":e~i~::si:?Seleven ~t~~::c;:~s:~e~e~: ~;k ~~~~e;s;~~ ::~~y C:;:o::~ jurisdiction over pa- .~~e~~~c:= ~~ ; : ;:~~: ~: 
any means of getting it. weeks each constitute a full year of rules of the Court of Appeals upon Mayor John P. O'B rien, one of th e would hinder the police in the sup-
Appellate Division R ever sed ~~: :::~l 07°;:~ la~u~;n~:nee~~~;~ evidence of the completion of two sponsors of this bill, stated in an in- pression of crime." 
Reversing the Appellate Divi sion, years of academic college work. te rview with a J ustinian reporter, Edward P . )fuJroone,' Sullivan Law 
the court h eld that an annulment that this consolidation would "end the The Sullivan Law, passed in 1896. 
should be granted. Marriage, so far this action for the appointment of ap- shunting of litigants back a nd forth requires pennits for, and the photo-Not e d G r 0 Up between the Children 's Court and the S . Y B k 1 al l 
: n:=u:H:t'",in. ':~ili' c:~;::,t P'~::: ~,;t~~~' ,h:: ::oc;~ Banking To Honor Dean ~:i:[ wC:~:;u t ~',':;' :;~:~:,:;: emor ea~ MOO ::::o~;~n:~~ ~g::~:!in!n~:rous 
which the consent of parties, capable Law, the stockholder of a banking which " ..... ork ha-rdships on ~he. poor To Appear In ay weapons. This law has been materi-
in ;;i1:f :~ki~f ;;=~:c~:: :s::::~ ;:J:~a~i:nm:;;:i:~e~~~ ~nc:n:~~ (Continued from Page 1) people who make up the ma]onty of ;~~i::~:,fu~ini;e ~l~ :::tre!:si~:Ce~~ 
for annulment, any fraud wh ich is another may notify the corporation of Esq., John A. Bowen, Esq., Hon. th~~~:~~:' court will be able to use Will Be Published Annually sary for their detention was the mere 
"material to that degree that, had it such dissent and upon its failure t fl G G R B .. b ·' d· 1 th h·,d · ' H f U d N fact t hat they were in possession of 
not been practised, the party deceived purchase his stock he may petition the eorge ~ .. Boyce, eorge . rennan, the eXlstmg UI mgs 0 e c 1 ren j; e rea tel' n e r ew t he weapon. Also, t hey could be i den ~ 
would not have consented, is ade- court for th e appointment of thr ee Esq., Wllham A. Brooks, Esq., F . :Mat.- ~:;:~s ina:;cht~::'ed, o~e t~ro;xa;~~ Plan tified positively by their photographs 
qU;~'''misrepresentations of the de~ ~::~s:r~:~tw:~~~::at~:n::t~t:~~ ~::,wE~~.~~:.n~'a!~~; ::m~u~~,B~:~~ Courts in Brooklyn and Manhattan, STAFF IS NOW COMPLETE an;h~n::~::;'hand1ing bill" would 
f d t t ti' Mayor O'Brien expects the consolida~ relax the requirements of photograph-
o:n ;~ss;::::;°ts :~reh:a~::~s 0:: er s stock therein. Stephen F. Burkard, Hon. Alvah W. tion will result in substantial econo- Embodying many depar tures and ing and fingerprinting, except in the 
pro ts Th d fin ·te tate- Exten t of Sta tute Explu illCd Burlingame, . Dr . Edwin W. Cady. mies. f t this year's Chancellor boroughs of Greater New York. Com~ :~:f,c~fthee~,~ ~n;:d:anre,laccl!sa'r:y~~O,U,~ no~:n~~ ;;e:it~st~k~h~I~=;:~f~~: Ju lian V. Ca rrabba, Esq., Louis J . tio~~~~~~~c!~o;~!n~illfo~::::i.tsad!i~ ~~~i0bere~: :~yk ~fe ~::rL;:io~c~c:i missioner :Mulrooney said, "If this bill 
stood· tl corporation which loses its identity by Castellano, Esq., H on. J ohn D. Clarke, Mayor to appomt as man.Y.Justices a", p""sidents, Bernard Brandt, J erome were passed, it would mean that all practiea~fe . marriage was presen y the merger (consolidation) but ex- Charles N . Cohen, Esq., Samuel G. a~ needed, u~on ~e petit IOn ot tw~~ p'r:nee, Samuel J osephs and Nathan those persons whom we arrest on sus-
. 
Judg.,.C,".ne dis.senting in a sca.th- te',.onnd'wtoh .' C'hto,.C,kh,pecolde'. fi"'dOI,.n thth',COcc'nP<>,,',a,.~ Coler, Esq., Charles D. Cords, Esq. , ~I.rds o.f the Justices. The . ~Spo?S I - Skolniek, members of the s tudent :~~o~:~::i:~ !:~~f~:!: :e~~~ 
h ch h h Mrs. J ane S. Cramer. Dr. Edward T . blhty WIll rest upon the presldmg J US- ·1 h ·n t · advisory would have to be released without I~: opmlo? In w lee aractenzed dation agreement 8S the one which Curran, Hon. J oh n J. Curtin, Royal tice" who will have extensive adminis- :;:~:ty~ 0 WI ac m an any method of identification for future "b:rg:7:::~esa~: i: w~~;~ ;:::~~! continues to exist. A. Curtis, E sq., Aa ron S. Cutler, E sq., tratlVe powers. The staff has been chosen and is r efer ence. Also, the criminally inc1in~ 
bought the man for $8,000, and be· It i.s not the absorptiO? of one co:~ David J . Daly, E sq. , Robt. Darn, E sq., now engaged in collecting and pre~ cd would simply go out-of~town to Be-::eu:a~:e:~!I~n ~nnhu~;:e:.~ money ~;~~o:':~g:;,o~:etr'thS: :I-e~~o:as:f I: Rev. Wm. T. Dillon, J ames E. Doherty, Practice Court pa~;n!,:~:;t~~; Israel Belfer, Edi- ~~::s::;~~' s:c:::e ~~o:'~:p::: ::d 
new corporation by a consolidation of Esq., Hon . J oseph M. Donovan, Hon. tor ; Addison B. Clohosey, Business fi ngerprints. 
R easoning of Court Given the two heretofore separate entities. Abraham L. Doris , H. Frands Dyruff, (Continued from Page 7) Manager ; Mau rice S . Bogart, Asso- Man), Policemen Killed 
He said that the law makes no ad~ White it may bear the name of one Esq., David S. Edgar, Esq., J ohn A. stein, Henry Fishman, Irving M. ciate Editorj Irving Kramer and Eu~ "No boy would dare to hold up a 
justments of those marital difficul~e!' of ~he parties to the agreement, it is Eubank E . Jam es M. Fawcett, E.ct., Gru::s;ten, William Gibson. Sidney S. gene S. Levy, Assistant Editors ; J . store were it not for the potlsemon clI~~~:~:!c:bo~~ :~d a dr;:;:;:~ 0:;: ~7; :~~t1~wto baY~ ::S~a~ehenes~~~~:~ Abraha~ :!;t, E sq .• Jacob A. Freed~ Goi::: i!' H::'::~~~::,no~Obert S. ~:ls~!'n~~ct~:~ti!:i:;i~~;i1~~i:~ ~~n: ;I~!:;~n Ea::r\ii~~' b~g~e: 
own welfare. The plaintiff had known in Mch corporation are affected by man, Esq., J ohn W. F rost, Esq. , Hon. Kolker, Sidney Kraft, R. L. Haskell, Reiman, Photography Editor. The re~ desperados, and thirty or more wound~ 
the defendant for seven years . To these changes. Edwin L. Garvin, Hon . Har rison C. William Krauss. Edward H. Lyma n, mainder of the board is comprised of ed," the Commissioner claimed. "It is 
rely solely on the repr~sentatio?s It follows that t he petition was im~ Glore, Hon. Leon G. Godley, James M. Alexander Leventhal , Lester B. Lip~ Andrew E. Tonkonogy, Kennit D. interesting to note that most of these 
made by the defendant, m the CIl'- properly denied. Golding, Esq., Benjamin P. Goldman, ki.nd , Benjamin . D .. Lipschitz, M~rray Ballin, Andr ew Nieporent, Mor~is gunmen are under twenty~five years 
eumstances, was blind foll y . " Love is Esq. M. Preston Goodfellow, Esq., Lipsky, Noah Llfshltz, Sam Lavmsky, Diamond, Hilba rd Schul berg, MISS of age, and a large percentage of 
blind , but in . this case there was no 'l'axa.Uoll_270 Til.\" J..a,,·- Action 0 11 Willi am J. Grange, Esq., Hon. Fred L. E ugene Leima n, Benj amin Mendick. Est her Goldman, Miss Rose Goldner, t hese under twenty-one." 
love." It was a purely commercial Note Gross, Albert E . Gunn, Esq., Raymond Arthu r Margulis, Herman Marcus, Miss Frieda Miller, Martin R. Fried~ All of the District Attorneys join 
transaction i? which the plaintiff f.a i l~ CooI)Cr \'. Gossett, N. Y. I.. J . Feb. M. Gunn ison, Esq ., William V. Hagen. Irving Meyers, Max Meltzer, Mar tin ma n, Joseph Deutsch, Max Feffennan , with Commissioner Mulrooney in his 
ed to exerCise any care or cauhon , rUll.r)' 28, 1933. dorn, Esq., John W. Hannon, E sq., M~ltsner, Louis Perlm~n, .Samuel N. Kenneth Gross, Samuel Link, Philip Rtand since they feel that, without ;;:d~:~:~I;. himself to blame for hb Plaintiff sued to recover the sum of Hon. Edgar F . Hazleton, Adrian Pnletsky, Law~n~ Rabm?wltz. Partnow, J oseph J. Glaze r , ~1. Moldof~ this very h elpful law requiring photo-
$425 on a promissory note ma de by Hegeman Esq., Samuel Hendel, E sq., Murray Ravlcowltz, I rvmg Roth- sky, Jack Rosen and D. Seld. graphing and fingerprinting, t heir 
He continued that not every r epro- defendant. The defendan t admitted Thomas F. Hickey, Esq., Thomas A. berg, Rudolph Rubin, Edwin F. Rains , F eatures will include individual work in the prosecution of criminals 
sentation leading up to marriage is t h t· f th d Hill , Esq., Deni s W. Hyland. Esq., Bennan Redisch, Har ry Roffman , photographs, short biographies, in· would be impeded to an extent which 
material. "The fact that. a brunette th: ~:~:~s~n~at t~en~~a~a:e~~~ Charles J affa, E sq. , Edward L. John- Bernard Rolnick, George Scheps, Hat~ fonnal data concerning faculty and is not at all j ustified by "fair play to 
turned to a bl~nd over mght, or the given for part payment of certain son, Esq. J oseph Katz, Esq., E dga r ley K. Sternbe rg, Abraham Sh abo f~ .stu dents, a !;enior que.stionnaire, ex~ criminals". 
ruddy compleXIOn suddenly ~ve way shares of stock sold and delivered to M. Keato~, Esq., Frederiek A. Keek. sky, Benjamin Shenkin, Seymour t ra-curricular activitie.s, f eature stor~ Commissionpr Mulrooney cited a 
to pull?r, or that the beautiful teeth him, bu t that at the time of t-rans fer Esq. , Harold M. K ennedy, Esq., Fred~ Siegal, Joseph Tapenna~ . Theodore ies, caricatures and other items of in~ few tlgu res (;oncerning the actual 
were discovered to be false :voul,~ lead and delivery the plaintiff had not af- eriek W. Kiendl, E sq., Henry H. Klein , H. Untennan, Harry Welser, Robert terest to t he students. number of unlicensed weapons in use. 
no court ~ ann~ the marriage .. The fixed the transter stamps nor paid the Esq., Emil P . Kor kus, Esq., John N. Zimler, Robert A. Van Doe.nhoff'. At present the board is endeavoring Last yea r alone, 400 were confiscated 
fraud which dlssolves: . a n:-alTl age tax as required by section 270 Tax Kraeger. Esq., Edwin L. LaCrosse, to have group and individual pictures in New York County. There were 
must relatA:! to somethmg Vital. It Law. Frank E. Lammers, E sq., Mrs. Bor~ Cited For Contempt ~~:~y di:r i:~onas or:~bl~eaS; ~: !~lw~~:~s!:sf~; 9~~a:!r:n::~~:;d ~~'~:;'~::'n~~vn~I=~dd:2;: toP~';,;~ti~,co:,~;!: ~:: ~~: '::,il;,: ;::~~y ~~:::~, ~-;:;:YPh~i~'~ ~:~: wi ll be poss;bl, by the m iddl, 01 May. 14 ch acged wilh homicide. 
'onl ract. " Wh.t induces ! man to :el~;~ant" lfstatem'n' th. t he would ~;:~ ~:~~;oo,~e ,~~t~~';.,~·~d~=~d on hiS(~::~::,:d ::d';. ';;::c:~t' in- SUBSCRlPTION BLANK 
marry a woman? Who can tell? Are 0 ~ unse f ' fi G. McDonald, E sq., Hon. George V. structed a ba iliff. When the baili.ff FOR TESTIMONIAL DINNER TO DEAN RICHARDSON judges wiser than other m en?" The . 0 trans ~r .of certi cates. : .. o.n McLaughlin , J ames L. Medler, Esq., got withill seve ral feet of McNeal he 
fal;re representations must be so whlch.a tax IS I~posed and wh ich IS Manasseh Miller, Esq., Hon. Fred G. stepped back and gave a low whistle. Subscription: $3.50 per cover. 
welghty and material that the courls not paId at the h~e of t ran!'lfe: shall Mill igan. E dwin C. Morsch , Esq., "There is an odor, you r Honor," sa id Reservations may be made for tables of eight or ten. 
can say that they would ha ve influenc~ be made the baslS of any action or Louis J. Moss, E sq. , Nelson L. North, the bAiliff, making a wry f ace. Please detach this form and use same for your reply. 
cd t he consent of a man of average legal proceedings, nor shall proof Esq Michael C O'Brien Esq Sam~ "Did you h ave anything to drink .. . 
intelligence and prudence. The repre- thereo~ be offered or re~e i ved in evi· uel M. Ostroff. Esq., William J: Pape, this morning?" asked the eourt of TREASURER, Alutnnt A88omattOtl 
sentations in this case, said Judge dence m any court of thls state. Tax Esq., Thom'as P . P eters, Esq., Milton McNeal. Brooklyn Law School 
Cra ne, do not attain that impor tance. Law, s:ec. 278. E. Piekman. Esq. , Louis H. Pink, Esq., "I did not" replied McNeal. 375 Pearl Street 
He also pointed out that in an annul~ Public poli cy requires tha t t his tax Hon . Raymond G. Pollard, Lester "Where does the alcoholic odor come Brooklyn, New York 
ment plaintiff was free to testi fy con~ statute be enforced, and overr ides Habbino, Esq., Benjamin C. Ribman, f rom?" persisted the court. Dear Sir: c~rn ing the matter, whereas in an ac~ plaintiff 's equities arising from the "~sq ., Henr y A. R obinson, Esq., J ohn "1 guess it must be there from last Enclosed fi nd check to your. order for $. . .. in payment for 
tlon for a divorce the plaintiff could defendant's waive r of t he s tamps. J. Robinson , Esq., N elson L. Robinson, night" sa id McNeal. ... .. . . covers for the Testimonial Dinner to Dean 
not do so without limitation. The dissentin g opinion worked out Esq., Harry Sand, Esq., Jacob Scha~ M N I ·d h h d I t · 
St.ocks _ CO'1lOl'Htlolls _ l\l el'ger _ a recovery for the plaintiff on the piro, Esq .• Henry Scheibel, Esq., Bcn~ to m:k:aans:lnot~in; ton~a~x~~:~ ~~: Will iam PafMOn Richa-rdson, Thursday E vening. April 20, 1933, at the Hotel 
.o\ppralsal ground that this WAS not an action or jamin F. Sch reiber, E s:q., Charles E. court asked him if he knew of any Astor , for myself and. . ....... guests. 
IJ. th e Mau er ot F.ddle Cantor, 261 ~~~!~::~d;:iSo::s ~:::~~:n "~~~~~ ~~~:'ei~:~ ~.SqShaS~::,n E~., S~:~: ;~:; o~':~n~m~:~: c::~~ declared My guests will be 
N. Y. 6. Jannary 10, 1938. lyon a note for which there was n o Nathan D. Shapi ro, J ames E. Smyth, "Can you pay a fine ?" asked the .... . ...... . . .. . • . . ..... . .. . .. ... , .. 
The petiti oner had not voted for but ·necessity of pleading conSideration, Esq., Miss Sa rah Stephenson, Max D. court. 
:;:ee::;::to/!::Iid:~{~~~~nd m~r;~ ~~~~.~;t~ ta:~::c~~~.tr~::c~~i:;~ ~~r~:rrl ~~st!~:,~~~, ~b~!6. ~:~ "I ean if I can make n deal," said 
between the Manufacturers Trust Co t ransfer was not in issue. The plain- ple-ss, Esq., Abra.ham Sussman, Esq., McNeal. 
and the Cha tham and Phenix Nation· tiff was not required to offer in eyi· Sidney Szerlip, E sq., Thomas J . "What do you menn by a deal." 
al Bonk. The consent of two-thirds dence the uns tamped certifi cate. The Tower ~, Esq .• ~1ich ae1 F. Walsh. Esq., askl!d the court in surprise. 
" You know I am a real est&k sales· of t he stockholders had been obtained Court of Appeals have held that the Archibald R. Watson, Esq., Samuel 
as required by section 490 of the failure to affix the stamps d id not Widder, Esq., Marinus Willett, Esq., 
Banking Law. The petitioner de- annul or avoid the transfer, it merely Howard O. Wood, Esq., Miss Ida 
manded payment for his stock in the excludes from receipt, in e,·idence-. of L. Woolwor th, I. Maurice Wonnser, 
:\tanufacturers Tl'ust Co. U pon the the unstarnped certificate. Be-an ..... Ei'(J. , Miss Amy ' Vren, Judge Edwa rd 
man," replied McNeal. " If I could l\'ote: Pleass print full name diBtin.etly. 
put over a business deal I could makf' 
some money." A.18o state Miss or Mrs. on ladie8' )!anU8. 
refu!'!aJ of the corporation , h e brings Flint. 204 N. Y. 154. J. McGoldrick. "Well, I will sentence you to se:n'e Subscr iber fi "e days in prison," said the judge. Address .... 
8
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